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Executive Summary

The aim of t4is paper is4to survey the literature emanating from less

developed countries .(I,DCs) and international agencies and dealing ur(ith their

perception of th,e needs of 1,DCs for scientific and technical information,(STI)

6
In relatiaa to aocial ancl economic development. The paper surveys the perceP-

tions dealing with:

1. Recoanition of STI, including as it was axpressed through iflter-

national and national STI systems and,efforts

0

Avilabilitx of STI, including expression of needs for types of STI,

selection and acquisition of STI liteiature, and awaredess of'STI .

, resources in thq0U.S.

Accessibilicx of'STI, including its intellectual organization,
r 4

, housing, dissemintstion, use of information technolggy and building
T:-

of networks

..-

,
..:4. U. tilization of WTI, including u-se of STI systems, user education,

'i r ,. d . e
. _ _----_ -- --

' .

(.! .4P
.

.

, user requirements, promotion, and marketing and evaluation
. .

i
, .

Education and training of information prOfessionals including

universiti and continuing eduCation

ma)or'findings and perceived obstacles are s41mmarize4 in the concluOing
_

1' section.

These major themes emerge from the literature and,particularly ftom UNCSTD

related reports and recommendations (20% of consolidated recommendations for

UNCSTD pettain to some or other aspect of.STI):

1. Need for appropriate technology and related appropriate information

2. Need for policy, dec sion making and business iniformation

3. Desire for more development and deploymeut of International STI net-
a

works and ligher level of utilization of infox)mation teáhnology for
,(



STI; particularly.embraced is the "territorial ormula" that makes

',Ms an equal partner in development of such networks

4.,. Need for assistance in buildlkg of necessary information infra-
10'

structure, particularly in education and training of information
a

professionals.

5. Strengthening of regional approaches tp STI and pf links between

1,DCs in provision of STI.

The Itreeption of STI needs clearlYcdiffewith the level of development.

In the least developed countries needs for-STI are inseparable from needs for

technical training and general education. rn countries at.higher levels of -

t

development STI needs are perceived to also include policy

1
making and business

.

.

.

information, as well as assessed (evaluated) information. In many instances

needs are expressed for "repackaged" or "scalle -down" information and for

information specifically created for giv.en egm nts c) population. There is

considerable divergence, in understanding what, i encompassed by STI..in LtiCs

from the understanding in USA.

There seems to belittle awareness of fic details on U.S. STI re-

sources, alttough there ip a high recokniti f p.s. being the prime.supplier

,of STI and of STI systems and related meth4ds. No apprciable discussion was

found'on'econolitic aspects related to STI 4ctivities in general; there seems to

be a ldck of understanding on the economics of information in USA and the role

of the private sector.
"

. ,

the major-- expectation frcim USA can be surmized from general expectations

from developed countries:
,

1. Easiv. access to U.S. based ST1 systems
1,

2 Greater involvement 'and contribution of U.S. STi systeliis to

ternational systems and networks



3. Easier access to information technology and assttstancq in its'

applications fin. STI, particularly in the arof software and

,
training

,
. .

. ...-.
4. More opportunities for direct exthanges 4veen LDC and U*S.

. ....-0A'
, ''

s. ...,

. $.

#.'scientists and technologists anti STI profeeFonals in LDCs aimed.,
., .

,

at information transfer r"
,

\ .

, k

5. Assistance in building of national STL *stenls and partidularly in
1

k,toy
4e

education/training of -necessary STI-professionals
a

6. Assistance with costs of acquisitionJq STI

7. Easier access to hard-to-get informatipn, particularly to pTlicy-.

-making, business and negotiable infotmation

/-

7



. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Aimsi Scope

The purpose of this paper is to survey and analyze the literature emanating

om lss.'de loped countries (LDCs) and international-agencies and dealing

with their perception of the needs Of LDCs fOr scientific and technical infor

mation (STI) in relation'to social add economic development. ,

IS

An attempt is made to synthesize the perceptions ariSini from three

different vantage points and as formulated by three different constituencies

(active'in LDCs and/or 1 11 idpernagona/ organizations):

scientists,-engineers,- technologtetq asultimate users af information

2. .inforMationespecialists, information scientists,.librarians, educators
*

a§ purveyors of information that make the usd possible .

3. govErtlimeht officials, politicians, strategists tor development as .

policy makers and planners that havp,to chose among,alternatives in
7--

allocation of limited resources

Each 6f these consbituencies is found to haVe a somewhat differing per-
. i

spectives and eMphases in their perteptions, pnimarily because of theAiffering

role they play ,in relation to.STI thks effected very,much tke organization

of this paper. ,Als , each show the effects' of differing example's from developed

mmtries that influenced the formation of-their specific concerns:

1. Percpption of scientists and engineers emphasiees more of.the

historical an'd traditional perspect,ive related to the proven role

of STI in the success of science and technology during.the past

few centuries in the development of many societies.

2. Perception of inform4tion specialists (librarians, information

scientists and other professionals) em-phasizes more of the present

day, modern appre5avhes. to Ule problems of "information explosion,"
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including building of new tpformation systems and networks based on

modern information' technology,

3. :Perception of policy makers (officials, goliticians etc.) emphasizes

more of the hrategical aspects of ithe role of STI iq development of

science and technotagy,- whichls-conSfdefed VItal -to natilriAI-de-Velcip

ment; in particular these perceptions 4re predominant in the United

Nati1s.,4iscuslans, however, it is a mistake to assume that thes

are the only perceptions.

It is fully reccignized that it is hard and even dangerous to draw conclu-.

sions valid for all LDCs because different countries are at different stages

of development. These differences (coupled with differences-in cultural,
V.

political and social environments and traditions) greatly affect the perception

of STI problemb and needs. For the purpose of this paper three levels of

-development are distinguished:.

1. pr-induatrial (agricultural)

2. beginning industrialization, and

relatively advanced industrializatton

Atthough we carl pomewht better classWy the perceptions according to these

three lArels, furAer difficulties do arise in the cases of some countries where

-all three levels of development coexist in different regions_or sec.tors.

not all of the cOnclusions in this paper 4re equivalently v,ufid fpr (or accepted

in) different countries. 'Generalizations are at best limited to a class of

countries with some similirities in'common.

However, it is also realized that scientific and technical knowledge knows

no geographical, cultural, politiCal or economic boujdaries. STI may be) in .

many ingtances, ih need of local adaptat.ion and acceptance, but it still has'

elements of universality. In this sense, despite many diversities among the

world's countries, there are encouraging coMMonalities when it comes to *scien-
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ti5j.c and technical information and its basic global validity. This helps in

making some gener'alizations about STI in LITs so much easier to adcept.

4

t

o.

4
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1..2 Organization #

This paper is organized into seven sections:

.0*

Section 1: Introduction and scope of the paper. The nature and limitations_ _

of evidence used:

Section 2: Recognition of tbe role of STI in the process of development as

reflected by the connections made between STI and deFélopment;

by actions of-UN agencies; by the type of international and

nafional STI systems that have been established in LDCs; and by
-

national STI plans and-policies.

0
Section 3: Availabilityma STI. The kind of STI that is considered important.

The difference in/STI requirements with the level of development.

Problems .of selection from the mass of STI'literature. Problems

of acquis tion (i.e. obtaining docdments)% Awareness of STI

resources in tbe U.S. and economic considerations.'

. Section 4: Accesslbility of STI. Problems of organization, housing and

dissemination of STI. Applications of information technology

-and idformatiOn networks.

Section 5: Utilization of STI. E*tend Of use of STI systems. User edu-

cation and requirements. Promotion and marketing. Evaluation

of STI efforts,
ea.

Section 6e' Educailon and training of STI professionals, s a major aspect

of ST1 infrastructufe. University education, training and

contining education.

Section 7: Summarx,of main points and_conclusions.
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1.3 Evidence: Nature, Extent, Limitations

4.

The synthesis in this paper is accomplished fkom a_survey elf a large num-
1

ber pf available literature (listed in the.bibliography), including: r

reports of UN agencies, 47,

... specific reports in preparation for IJN Conference on Science and

Technology.for Development,(UNCSTD)

... plans and reports from various governrInts and regional organi-

zations

... reports fromvariouS' international professitpal associations and

from conference'proceedings
A.

... journal articles and monographs (including technical reports) by

scientists, technologists or information specialists

The synthesis, particularly in its organization, also utilizes the author's,

personal, professional, and educational ekperiences and interviews in over a'

dozen devel6ping countries in a span af over a'decade.'
'qv

general,.the state of the literature on the subject 'Of STI in Lliçsis

highly chaotic.. The records of perceptions are highly scattered, elusive and

fragmented. This, .imposes. eviklent limitations on the .sYnthesis of'such liter-
4

ature.
V.

All of conclusionslerived here come from statements found in tbe-listed

0 .
- literature. The perceptions synthesized here are of two kinds: direct and

;

indirect. -*Direct perceptions are those that were explicitly stated id the.

t

literature -- on what the situation is, recommendations on what should be done
4 a

etc. Indtieet perceptiOns.wefe derived from actual'action:undertaken in rela-
.

- tion to STI systems, networks ahd ottter national or imternational adtivities .

and the reactions t6.these activities. --it was thken here-that actions and

reactions implicitly reflect percpptroOns,

-

444

-4

4
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However; there is. a gtave.problem with fee,tual evidence on th'e basis of0

r
.

which statements found in .the literature were made. There is an,appalling

of valid and reliable facts; data, statg-ticsand similar hard evidence in

connection44ith most of the discussions found in thelliterature on-_STI, in LDCs.

4
The opinions and reaMmendations may gate often indeed-be d reflection 'of

b*.

bnt?nevertheless they are,.as a rule, not:subst.antiate4.. hundreds of

6, e+ ?
?

. surveys, trivreports and descriptive articles exist cm Someor other espeC
.

.

. .
. , . - f,

.

of STI IA LDCs'and this is not in any way to discount their value..'Unfortun-
44.=

.

,
,

'..4 .

,
,

, -
. .

AIely, many of ttie-surveys are shallow, not going.further ikhen providing names
. . .. .

and-Short descriptions.of-some agencies inwlved with STI, Othout evaluation'.

.
..', . -. .

...

of results,without distinguiShing between acthal and nonTaper Only!' 'accck
J 'OP

. .1, .
.

.

.

. Ad: ..
plishments; the wthod of compiling ,such reports is also qté often- susple4eme

(fliany are based on few and 'short Interviews, some done even at -the airport

A

lounges; or by phone., or on the basis of a two-day trip to A country). This

%particularly includes the numerous reports done by and for UN Agencies, where-.

trip rei)orts Are substituted for studies.

As in other areas of human interactions, perceptions on STI are also
, 7-

formed with or without supporting evidence, sometimes %yen contrary to evidence.

In this paper the author had'little choi4p but to record the direct and in-
-

direct, perceptions as they were with. Or witliout.subsantiation. In certain

instances the author extracted some 'Statistics frOM the listed directories to-

provide some facts about what countries engaged in4what STT activities.
IF

The literature listed in .the bibliography was roughly distributed according

.'to the following topics:

Directoties, statistics : [items: 8,-24, 26, 27, 33, 49]

UNCSTD reportg and broader preparations! (25, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 46,
1

47, 50]

.. International systems: (9, 10, 14, 20, 38, 50, 52, 54]

;,
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11 International networks:

Education and training:

Ar.

[7, 13, 17, 33,

[11, 24, 55, 56]

'countries In Africa: [12,

k,
Countries' in Asla: p, 6,

4.4%.Count.ridlinlatin America:

44, 45, 48]

18, 22, 28, 36,^37, 39, 43, 44,47, 56]

15, 25, 30, 35, 39, 41, 217, 51, 53]

[2, 4,41.6, 17, 19, 21, 42]

European countrie.Nwere'not'considered in this paper: In_a number of in-
.

stances the author also commented About th at.1,(jf discussions on certain

important .tpics in the ;literature on S:TI in LDCs. .Clearly,- a lack of percep-
.

tion VD some factot shows alsb a.need for action.

'r

.10

14

a.
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2. aCOGNITION OF THE NEEDS FOR-SCIENTIFIC

AND TECHNICAL 'INFORMATION IN DEVELOPMENT

pp_thys_t4blAshment of Connection between Development and Information

The recognition,of what array of elements are important in development

-

keeps changing; it is still an evolutionary process. As a result, emphasis on

resoutce allocAion keePs cyfiging add broadening. Recognition of,importance,

the value of a qpien.eiement iri developMent; is 'a prerequisite for support

oand allocation of resources.

. ,
. .

. 'Among the latest element that entered this process of recoghition is
,

.
. .4

. .

Information in general and acientific apftechnical'information in iarticular.

It is slowly; very slowly being rec ognized that the organic
,..
process of develop--

k

c' Ment'in addition'to the huma04 economic, technical and phys4cal factors in--
1 \

vOlves,information as well. It is perceived in many reportathat if there is

any dhe factor to be isolated-as a greatost.Internal and external pbstacle to
VP

the beneficial 'use of STI in development, it Is the low level.or.eve; lack of

recognition of its potential role ancLvalue, particularly among decision makers
r-

and officials of higher rank in LDCs. Even where there is recognition it is

often only in lip service form, as measured by the proportion of resburces

allocated to STI activities.

, -
Although statistics'are hard to come by and Should be used with

,cantion, it has been fotind in general that the highly developed countries .11'

(such a& the U.S.)_use some 2-3% of the R & D eXpenditures.foriSTI activ-

ities; thisepropqrtion is considerablyllesd in LDCS: in relatively pdvanced .

industrialized countries (such as Brazil) 'it falls to about 1% or less, and in

-

Rthers it gets tobe around a feW prómills [from 8 and an array of country re-

ports]:

Since the necognition of the importance of information was perceived as'

fundamental to the resolution Of all t4e other information problems, there were

1 5

-
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great many efforts devoted toward achievement of reFo tion UNESCO re-.

ports'. The Iow level of awareness of the importance and value of informition

is also the subject of concern in preparation for UNCSTD (e.g. 39, 40). This .

is obviously necessary and'positive. -However, there is another sideto these

efforts stepming from,the problem of methods. Many of these effoits did not

niove'beyond"rhelsoric.. From the literature.survey, ope(gains an impression that .

it is becoming.almogt a ritualistic necessity to start .hny discussion about

to development with.a few pat phrases (which-are at timesSTI in relation

obvious truisms

such as:

and at other times quasi-political slogans) and no Tore; phrases,

"Information is a resourte in development"
"Information is power"
"There are information rich and information poor countries,..."
"Denial of informatiod and lack of development..."
"STI is a basic requirement for development".4,
"InfOrmation-re'solirces play a significant role.in decisiod.
making...7
"The widening gap.in STI between developeea d developIng.
counttries..."

The problem 4s that the literatdre re'veals rittle reiearch, little, collec-

tion of hard data,*little substantive support given to tlfese and similar-state=

ments;.in a more scientific sense these statements ere assumptions. The corre.

lation between infOrmation and development'is quite evident, butrit needsmpucli

more evidence.

The sparsity of factual evidence about many aspects related to giTI in

developing countries is the most significant inhibitor in making, more powerful

arguments on behalf of the recognition of Nalue of STI, in rational decision

making on what should be done and the largest obstacle in the evaluating of

what vas doner, The situation would be- the same if drilling for water or-oil is

decided upon and undertaken without prior geological surveys. Thus one of the

basic recommendation that is made here is that the U.S. engages in joint fact

1/4
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/

finding studie; on STI in 1,1)Cs, using improved methods of.study, developing /

.
/,

reliable and compaeable indicators;lcollecting meanineul statistics and

2i(correlations etc.
8

*

It is not even standai.dizeg or clearialat type of information shoUld

.4be collecte to estAblidh a'direct bearing on the situati9n and to be

air

-able to ass s the IArticular illfol-maion requirements for a particular

develo
1 IL

ituation o0evel.. As a resultIrdst of the STI efforts

in 1,PC's.were directed towar'd copying What was done in similar effort§

in developed coutitries. It is entirely possible that this.is an optimal,
w

strategy, but without hard evidence on the 'situation Wis, is impossible

to assess.

a

lidwver, cm large extent of coOlern with STI can be oBserved from Chia:

out of 190 consolidated recommndations-for UNCSTD, 3g or 20% were reco end-

ations that pertAh to some or,other aspect of STI [391.

t
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2.2 Basfid Efforts and Perceptions .

.
,

Of all-UN agencies, UNESCO had the strongest involvement with,STI. An

A

analysis of UNESCO effOrts in many ways characterizes the perceptibn about

needs of STI in.LOCs on the level of,UN and other'international non-zovetft-

'mental organizations, (professional, scientffic) which ar increasingly

following the line chartered gy UNE9C0. In most eases UNESCO efforts resulted

from the suggestions or pressures coming from LDCs.

Up until 1977 UNESCO activities in STI were located in two divisions

t-

(Div. of Satt,ific and Technical ;information in the Science Sector and Div.

qf Documentation, Librafies and Archives in the COmmunication Sector). The

first division evolved a-program called UNISIST (a non_hcronym standing for

ciorld.Science InforMation System) and the second division a program called

NATIS (National Dnformation Systems). On the bdsis of a resolution of the 19th ,

c.General.Conference of UNESCO tfie two divisions and programs were in 1974.7 con-

solidated into a Divisiole of General Information.Program. For the period of

1977-1%78 'there are four'objectives [55]: '

1.. Promoting the formulation of national policies and plans for STI,

including social and economic sciences

..

2. .mPromotingithe establishment and application of norms and methods
. _, . s

.

. .4 sitable for interconnections between STI systems

.

.
.

.

., .

,

3.- Contributfng to the development of Information'infrasticuctures and
---,-----.--

to the application of modeTn t,echniques of data collection*,,process ng,

transfer and reproduction

4. Promoting the training and education of information specialists and

information users

These objectives aIso represent some of the main concerns In Las.

Over the years there wervany UNESCO based, sponsored, or inspired guide-
.

lines, studies, projects,-,country reports,-consultations, recommendations,
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conferedces, workshpps, training courses, stipends, etc. with a great vari-

ation in quality and degt:ee of success. .But in general UNESCO is credited by
A

LDCs with many good works. The major success of UNESCO was the crea&on of

iaterna.tional ideas and.trends thgt are predominat today and in raising the

consciousness about STI worldwide. .A large number cf countries have been
...

a

directly effected in some lpy by .61ese efforts, partitularly through works

of'UNESCO consultants, who .are roaming the globe as a sort of information

trdubadours.

The major failure of UNE§CO (and of oth'er international organizations) waS

,that only a fraction of the endless stream of recommendations bave been fruit-:

fulbi transformed intb reality. One of the roles that UNESCO sees.for itself

is,the tnaking of recommendations. But there seems to 'be a trend toward the
-4

'manufacturing of recommendations for their 'own sake and as an end in itself.

Aere Were simply too many recommendations, many of which were alsb unre'alistic

and w'ere.made.without a solid base In evidence. Complaints were voiced in LDCs

that there were just toomany recommendations froit too many ageneies; many of

.them were confusing and cohflicting: As Many tIN agencies, in addition to

UNESCO, took upon dealing with STf,f sending missions, consulting, etc., the

.situation had .4tnumbett,of. updellsable effectsle.g. 43 p. 37]

"...Time of the-already Overburdened policy makers is taken up id
;servicing variousNissions..

'.....-There Is no complete follow-up adtion On any'one mission.

...Individual missions 'pursue their partIcular'interests, to the
, exclusion of the general.goal of strengthening scientific and

technical capabilitles...thits creating confusion in setting
'national priorities.

..Governments find it digilcult to identify and evaluate the
most appropriate recommendations and sources of assistance."

Suggestions are'made that the whole Method of making recommendations needs to

be re-evaluated,
1

9
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* Hdre are some other critictsms that emanated from LDCs about 'UNESCO

efforts'and UNISIST in particular, as th4 most visible UNESCO activity In §TI:

A number of information professionals voiced'their complaint

that Oe choice for the UNISLST FocalToint1 in some countr
\

was not appropriate, namely chosen was an institution or minis

department that has little to do wfth STI activities in a prac-

tical sense

... Skepticism was voiced that UNISIST can provide am appropriate frame-

work for seandardization (w4ich is one of the major UNISIST goals);

there is also an inherent lack of power to.do so effectively

... As to the subject emphasis some criticism was voiced that UNISIST
V

is aimed at scientific as opposed to technological information,

while the later is much.more needed thah the former

It,was also voiced that UNISIST is not aiming toward diaerimimatlimm_

from the large quantity of availahle STI whiCh is "chocking rathe,r,

than helping"; UNISIST is not Toming to grips with "inform4tiam

explosipn".

intemal UNESCO conflicts resulted at times in conflicting guidelines,

.partisularly in the area

point;bf biting remarks.

tional planning, which was at times a

On an ideological/philosophical plane som critical views of UNISIST and

other internatiOSal efforts were voiced about e relations being supported/

,screated between the developed and developing countries. It was Oerceived

that UNISIST, and most other similar efforts, emphasize links between developed

,and aeveloping countries rather than.ptomoting developing - developing links,

thus reihtorcing rather than transforming the depIndency relationship. '14e

41

l
By 108 there were 49 national focal points and 46 national committees for UNISIST.

r
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efforts are being viewed in some circles as having a tendency to avoid promotIon .

pf "horizontal cooperation" among developing countries. In more dxtreme cases

a general dissatisfaction iS voiced about the dependepd for STI on developed

countries. pepending on the ideological orien tation this Npkidency is merely

resented, or 'it is considered a form of eiploitation or even neo-colonialism.

In.these views all efforts by developed countri5s in'regard to STI for LDCs

cause suspacion. It may be o f interest to note that such views were not

found in literature by information.professionals or scientist/engineers, but

only in reporss quoting officials.

a

41I .
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2.3 International Information Systems:* Some Representatpe Efforts

15

A large ntimber of\UN and other internatiOnal agencies (particulatly ICSU -

Internationql.Council'of Scientifta_Unions) were also involved in STI activities

oriented to:./ard LDCs. Within.the aims of this paper, ofjparticular interest

are those efforts-,that resulted-in successful pperafional information systems

on an internatio scale, because their philosophy and design pl-inciPles were,

in a large part, formulated in aocordance to.perceptiois and arguments put

fotth by.LOCs. The direct aud growing pariicIpation of many 1,1)Cs in the

operation of these systems is a reflection ortheir needs, capabilities and

ofoperational
(

t , 4
The pirectlry of uN Information Systems and Services [49, lists in 30 UN

agencies some 108 information Systems (including libraries) of which abobt 80

are related to some area of STIr Of coarse these information systems and

services are

p4rticularly

for all countries of the world, bpt to a large extent they ,a-re

oriented,toward the process of,development and LDCs., Thus, an

analysis of fhe subjects of their.coverage provides a mote specifie insight on

the perception of UN and its members about the particular subjects for tjhich

0,1!
information is needed.

,

Appendix 1 lisfs the STI rented subjects coveted by die UN related dr

coSponsoted information systems and services, togefher with the nubber of such

seTvices'coveriiig the given i'ubject, noticing that many sysiems.cover more

- , .

then one Subject. ;t Can be seen that there is alheavy drientation in areas

0
of agriculture, environment add ecology, -commpnications, health science add

in number of,technologies.

The selection for discussidn of three widely accepted,information systems,

.

as provided below, is an attempt to analyze, in a reprPsentative way, the

perceptions about the type of systems that are needed.
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1- .INIS (International Nuclear Informatipn System) was developed and is being.."
,

operated, since April, 1970; through the International Atomic Energy Agency'
,

(IAEA) in Vienna. It is a computer based infovaation 'retrieval system based

the subject.of peaceful applications of nuclear energy:"-The:Vrinciple of

operation is:

4.

a. decentraliz ed input preparation i.e. an agency in each of ehe

participating countries collects the literature on the subject

produced in' the country and prepares forms for machine readable

input according to mutuiilly agreed standards.,. .

b. centralized-procesSing i.e. all these are collated in Vienna and
16.

computer tapes are prepared, together, with Atomindex, (a'priited

abstracting periodical issued semimonthly) and microfiche sets of
.

'nonconventional literature.

C. decentrhlized dissemination i.e. the agenct in each of the.participaiing

staes receives the tapes,and other p roducts, andfprovides dissemin-

ation services as it is capable and as are nedded,e,mg. SDI (selective
-

- t
,

disseminationNof information) etrvices. .

*

The philos6phy hece.iS that each participating .country is 'an-élual partner in

. 'the enterprize contributing according to itg own -butput (and ,thus use) of
4,

literature on the subject (thi..s. is.sometimes referred to as "territorial for-

. mula").--Dlevel4e4Ount'llieg, as U.S. found the wide of participation also
,.., .

.
..... .

beneficial (for instance, because of participation in INIS the,V.S. stopped
(

publishing its own Nuclear ScienCe Abstracts). The philosophy and d ign
.1

prillciples f'INIS are now championed as models for cooperatión between), eveloped

conntries in International information-gystems. This is particularly deemed

suitable by I,DCs that are at a level of relAively advanced industrialization,

as seen from the list of participating countries (some 50 countries contribute

to INIS input).

4,
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2.. AGRIS Pnterhational Information Syste"or the Agricultural Sci.ences and

Technologies, operational since January, 1975, is sponsored by FAO. It ls also

a decentralized system with 'FAO acting as the coordinating center re.§ponsible

for receiving, integrating and processing bibliographic data submitted'by,

national and regional input centers,a141 over the world. Some 87 conntries, ai

all levels of development, (including ti.S. and other developed countries) are

participating. FAO is assisting in the development of AGRIS centers in a num- -

ber of .countries includinestAff tra4ning and start-up sppport. AGRIS ptovides

computer tapes and publishes AGRINDEX. An interestini feature.of AGRIS design.

is that, it. is progressing in levels, roughly corresponding to the perceive

needs of the.leyels of developlent. The present Lave1.1 is orientea toward

current awareness services. Level 2 is envisioned'as a network of specialized
.

sover

.centers for given subjects or countries providini customized information to

usvers, up to rural populations. .

In some countries where kRIS centerg are becoming operational on a wider
44.

<-
scale, specialized_infOrmation services are being instituted toward rural

extehtion services which have peculiar constraints because of their spread and

remoteness. The ideas (i) of levels.of system development,
.

-
aetivp support in establi:Shment of AGc RIS Centers in LDCs including manpower

. , ..

..

trainipg and (iii) of services to rural extensions, is striking a particularly
.

.

responsivq. cord in LDCs. In many ways AGRIS is actually a creation of LDCs

and their perceptions.:

A recent evaluation of AGRIS [9] found most illuminating disprities in

views about AGRIS In LDCs and in developed countries. The LDCs attitude-was

summarized as follows:
4

4



(l) We need a single comprehensivedata base livering
the world's agridiltural literature, in conventional and nan-

o conventSonal farm, to replace the multiple data bases noW
in existence.

(2) We want a participatory program in whrch we are
partners and have equal rights. We do not want to feel com-
pletely dependent on a product fully' controlled by one of
the Xeveloped countries.

(3) AGRIS has been a great stimulus to t he develop:
rnent of national and regional capabilities for the control of
agricultural literature. It has provided a structure within
which fundsvfor development of 'capabilities (e.g., from
UNDP and IDRC) have been made availible and it has ?Fro-
vided excellent training cIpportunities in the developing
countries.

(4) AGRIS is already better than most other sources in
its c6verage of .the agricultural literature of the developing
countries.

(..5) It would be a serious setback to the develoffifent of
national information programl in many countries if AGRIS

A Were not allowed to conttnue. . *
ko!

On the other hand the attitude of devO:Oped counxries was:

1 (I) We are already well iir*ovided for by existfng services.
(2) Tropical 'agriculture, a 3.najor concern of many of

-the developing countries, is not our primary interest.
,(3) A data base not accessible on-line is ofvery limited

value:
-( (4) Too much matetial of low scie,n t ific value is accepted

into the data base.
(5) We have very little to gain from participation in the

program. ,

(6) Participation on onr, part would involve giving but
receiving. It would be a form of foreign aid.

(1) Departments of agriculture (insofar as these agencies
are, responsible for AGMS in various nations) are
not foreign aid agencies. V

4 t

Among others the study found rhatr(Ohe major achie vement Of AGRIS, so far, was,

%more in relation to promise than aCtual performance but that it has a wide

support; (ii) the. coverage, as yet,-Is incomplete and the system is not widely

known and the producv not widely di4seminated; (iii) the leVel of commitment

by FAO and other agencie4 is uneven; (iv) operational standards are not-fully

adequate; (v), many countries have no resources to participate. The greatest
,.

failure of AGRIS covel.age is considered to be the inability to secure U.S.

input. Namely, U.S. National AgrittatUAl Library (NAL) is in a precarious
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,
&This is of interest here .because it specifically relates to the question of

IL

whaticind.of information is perceived as needed? Here are,quotes on the sub-

ject from the executive director of UNIDO in the report Establishment of an

. Industrial'and Teehnolggical information Bank [521:
fr

"In the case of African countries, for instance, the consultants
poinced out\that the proposed Bank should lay emphasis on the
areas of agriculture, public health'and engineering, and that in
addttion_to the collection and storing of information, the' Bank
should assist its clients to analyze their information needs in

k

order to adequately'respond to their specific requirements and
development objectives. In the case of Asian.countries, on the
other hand', technological information was meant to cover the
processes of industrial planning, technological choice and
'transfer as well as industrial operations. It-was also felt that
:the proposed Bans', could serve as an appropriate mechanism whereby
icomparative analysis of relevant cjata and technological infor-
';mation could be pursued in a systematic manner. -In the Latin
American countries, the need was stressed for techno-economic

, information to enhance the bargaining position of recipient
countries and in particular, for negotiations of licensing and
patents and emphasis was placed on thgkneed to differentiate the

-various degrees and.stages of developSent of these countries,
' bearing in mind their own industrial strategies and technoldgical

capacityft.

INTIB eventually plans to provide, in addition to publications and

question/answei Services, also computer tapes, and even assessments of specific
0

-situations and on-wite advice. 'INTIB's evolution is planned to be heavily .

dependent on requests Tróm Member States.

The Bank is a response to the increadini perception for Dieed of

appropriate technology and reOuests for actiori In this area. AIDO's percep-,-

tions and actions in areas of indUstrial nforMation and appropriate tech:-

nology is a direct reflection of perceptions as they are emanating from many

LDCs. jhe very large number'of. countries participating in these information

activities testify tettbe breadth of-this need.
*
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2:4. National Information Systems

An examination of the type of STI systems establishea in LDCs can provide

a further insight Into the perceptions about the recognition of information

problems and subject areas bf needs.. Academic libraries were first to emerge,

parallel with establishment and evolution of universities; 'they still remain 1 .

a very basic and most 4mportant, albeit also a very neglected source of

information. With ,the advent of other types of STI systens in develoied

countries efforts at establishment of similar systems were.also undertaken in

LDCs. Some-of these systems have been in operation for two or more decades,

but most of them ere establishea within a decade. ContInuous change and

evolution is one of the _characteristics of these systems; thus the information

about factual situations ph what exists, under ..That names, auspices, organi-

zational patterns, subject coverage, processes, services, products etc. is

chronically out of date. This is one of the reasons for numerous country

surveys by international organizations; remarked about previously, and One of

the reasons for preoccupation in these surveys wiih interviews on the

existence and state of ST/ systems.

As to the subtect coverage, four categories or c1aises of STI systems can

be distinguished in LDCs:

"i. National STI system; with general coverage
*

. .2. "Specific .6m12j_gic_t_oriented information systems in an area of science

and technoley

3. General industrial/technologicar yiformation systems

-I 4. Sectoral indudtrial/technological information systems'in an area of
.
an industrial product or service

An additional category may. be constdered - countrles tnat nave no

specifically organized systems.for STI. Some STI activities (in a given sub-,

ject OP for industry) in some of these countries are carried out through a

2 8
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Ministry or a Chamber Of Commerce, but there seems to be no information centers

as such. Most of tliese countries (listed below in footnote 1) are rather small,

or are islands, or are isolated. These countries may particularlY'he consid-'

ered as outside of the 'stream of information flow.

1. A large number of LDCs have chOsen to establish a national system for

Scientific and technical Information. ,These ine'lude at least the Countries

listed below in footnote 2.

The STI activities, products and services, and the depth.and bre.adth of

involvement of'these national STI systems varies widely from country to country.

In general, they are more product then service oxiented i.e. more toward pro-

duction of bibliographies, catalogs etc. then toward services directly ori-

ented to users (such as question answering).

. There are tWo major general difficulties that'emerge from writings about

these national systems:

1. Difficulties in definirlg the scope of their coverage

2.. Difficulties in finding a direct refation and a fitting place in

the scheme of development in the given Fountries

..on the positive side these national systems are a focal point,for a lot

of national STI.activities and promotions. Probably their biggest contributiOn

over the years is a creation and support of information professionals in STI

as a vitkil aspect of'information infrastructure. Their national and inter-

national activitles in promotion Of STI is sizable; 'any country that has a

1
Angola, Bahamas, Bahrain, Barbados, Benin, Botswana, Burma, Burundi,
Cape Verde, Chad, Comoros, Congo, Cyprus, Yemen, El Salvador, Ethiopia,,
Fiji, Gabon, Bambia, Guyana, Haiti, Jamaica, Jordan, Kampuchea, North -Korea, Kuwait, Laos, Lesotho, LibeTia, Malawi, Mauritania, Mauritius,
Montserrat, Mozambique, Niger, Oman, Panama, Papua, Qatar, St. Kitts,
*St. Lucia,, St. Vincent, Samoa, Sao Tome, Seychelles, Sierra Leone,
Surinam, Swaziland, Uganda, United Arab Emirates, Upper Volta

2
Algiers, Argentina, BanglaWsh Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, China, Costa gica,
Cuba, Egypt, Guinea, India, Indonesia, Iran, Lebanon, Mexico, korocto,
'Pakistan, Peru, S. Korea, Senegal, Sudan, Thailand, Togo, Turkey, Uruguay,
Venezuela,-Zaire



national system has more people involved in'sueh promotion than the ones that

do.not have a national system. The role of national STI systems in provision

of products and services may hot be as great.and significant as in promotion

of the recognition of STI in general.

2. Subject oriented STI Systems are those.that are covering a given subject

traditionally recognized as a scientific and/or technical area of activities or

research. There are generally four broad such subjects in which systems have

been established in a number of LDCs:

1. agriculture and related areas

2. health sciences

3. nuclear energy and other energy forms (e.g. petroleum)

4. environmental sciences

These subject systems have a greatly emphasized international orientation,

primarily because they have been instituted.with assistance of some international

agency dealing with that subject. They are also assuming, as are national

systems, a missionary.role in relation to their clienteles and government

administrations in their areas. They are also a significant source for education

and training of information professienals, including usage of information tech-
.

nology.

It may be of interest he-ce to draw a comparison between subject oriented

systems in developed countries and LDCs. In developed countries, as a rule,

we will find fewer national systems, but more subject oriented systems and

in many more subjects. Every area of science and technology will have one

(or more) information aystems devoted to it (e:g. Chemistry, geology, physics,

engineering, biology, metalfurgy, etc.). In LDCs there are no counterpart

systems in most of these subjects. The subject systems in LDCs are limited

more or'less to the four'subjects mentioned. This may be the biggest difference

between de*eloped and developing countries in regard to systems f

30
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3. General industrial infgrmation sYstems hav been established in some 30-

40 LDCs. It is"hard to establish the exact nunber because of great variations

v11 1-n I.
in organizational patterns of institutions' an umtvers-Ittes devoted to indus-
,

tripl development.

.)`The niture:o industrial information s stems is quite dIfferenl than the
a

olature.of national or subject gTI systems reviewed above -- starting from

the type of information collected to the typp of services provided. The

variation in form, organization, services etc./among industrial information

systems in LDCs is much greater than the varfatton aplong national or subject

STI systems. There i no one ge eral patteri' for the industrial systems. One
4;

often found variation Is where suc an information system is located within an

industrial developmept (or research or'promotion) institution and it provides

Information services closely connected with\the induirial development services

of the parent institution; the most advanced form of this is provision of

industrial consulting together with information services. Another variaticia

of such service is to provide answers to planners or industrialists to questions

arising in their aCtivities, often only in terms of referral. Many industrial

information'systems are also found that are "buriee in some ministry or

similar high office.

Here are someiroblems o ten voiced in relation to stich general industrial

information services:

pley are attempting as are their parent institutions a broad

Industrial coverage, but til6y-are ending up.supporting.only a

select number of larger industries

... they are not effective in technology transfer_, particularly-not'

in relation to appropriate technology

...,they provide too much bibliographic and referral Information

and too little direct and simple answers to questions or

gib

3.1
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information in repacqe(scEhe down, synthesized) form

... their power of assessing the accuracy, value etc. of information

is low, including assessment of reliability of industrial contacts4

Although these criticisms are voiced often, there is also a realization

that there is relatively little that any industrial information system can do

about it. Namely, it seems that the chafge ot expectation of these systems

in Mk$ is to provide information that in the U.S. will not be obtained only
4

by querying 1r1formation systems; but muolppore by doing market research,

laboratory testing, industrial research and the like. In smaller developed

countries such as Denmark and Canada; that do noE have the capacity to do

market', laboratory and industrial research at a scale of U.S., their indus-

trial information systems tried to resolve ihe problem by having experienced

-engineers doing the information work, rather than information speéialists;

they alsC) instituted very close personal contact With industrial personnel

and face-to4ace-communication as an information service. Thus, in a number

of LDCs (particularly from Latin America) was voiced the opinion that models

and methods of industrial information sytems in Denmark, Canadayand other

smaller countries are much more relevant to their needs than the methods

used in the U.S. For instance, the quiite successful industrial information

centers in Mexicot(INFOTECICONACA) and Equador (CENDES) were started and rtin

by engineers -- they4became a model for establishment o4similar centrs in

Latin America.

4. Sectoral industrial information systems are devoted only to one class of
4

industrial products or-services. Information centers Can be found in 1.DCs

related to:

leatheri fisheries; metallurgy; paper and pulp; textilds;lood and food

technology; machine tools; minirig; rice; small enterprises; chemical

technology and chemistry; and in a host of other areas.

32
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For instance, the Asian Institute of Technology in Thailand operates inter-

s
national information centers on: (i) geotechnical.engineering, (ii) renewable

.

energy, (iii) rural: sanitation and (iv) ferrocement [531; the last one is an

, interesting case because.it was established in 1976 on.the recommendation of

the U.S. NAS Advisory Comitittee on Technological Information which identified
,

ferrocement asoan overlooked labor intensive intermediate technology materAar

with wide potentials, Particularly for rural areas.

The advantages often cited of these sectoral systems include the ability.

to better analyze the users and better concentrate on the satisfaction of their

needs. ,Although they are being strongly promoted in the literature, there is

4
no evidence that the number of such centers is large (in comparison to the

number of other systems discussed above) or that they are being established at

a high rate. It seems that the need for such centers is there, but the relatively

small number of.dsers and uses prevent larger investments.

a
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2.5 National Plans and Policies for STI

One of the ideas and recommendations that is constantly recurring in tlw

literature (particularlY in reports to or from international organizations) is

about a need to establish national plans and policies for STI actiyities. Every.

international agency 'or ,organization made ana.supported recommendati:ons to
(

that effect and many agencies provided,assistance and guidelines for such

activity. UNISIST in particular was, andiStill'is, active in the area of
s

national polities; there were many consultants sent to different countries on

this topic. Even U.S. authors and agencies made such recommendations.many

tiA despite the fact that U.S- itself does not have, nor is it likely that

.it will fiave in the fores'eeable future, such a policy.

Although Like recommendatiop was made so oftendand sostrongly very few .

countries made an effort to draft such a plan br policy, fewer to ofKicially.

.adopt IC and even those that did so made no effort to enforce it. There is.

little or no grassroot care for or against suilh a policy by information-scien-

tists, librarians and information. users. Practically no mention,about national

STI policies can be found in the literature stemming from these two donstitu-

encies. It is not.clear if they .consider the issue irrelevant"or if the

consciousness about national STI policies is liery low.

The list of countries that actually have a separately stated national STI

plan or policy is low.
1

There was no evidence or discussion published on the

effect of these policies where they exist, on the provision elISTI services. ,

Howelv, a number of countries have incorporated some or other aspect of

STI in their general developmental plans'. It seems that often a'confusion

exists between policies for: (1) science and technology, (ii) STI, infor-

mation in general.

Bolivia, Brazil, Ghana, India, Indonesia, Mexico, Nigeria, Taiwan, Venezuela.

3
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A seed for STI plans and policies is widely perceived; an orderly STI

development needs a clear policy, but it seems that many STI activities of a

high order are also occurring witliout specific STI policies. The biggest

obstacle_to derivation and ipplementation of STI policies was listed as the
-

absence in many 1.1)Cs of adequate functional and integrative relationships"b -

4-

twevl firms, ministries and institutions dealing with STI:

ft

4

4
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3. AVAILABILITY OF STI

3.1 Overviw

2 9

In order to be eventually utilized information has to be first available

and second accessible. This section deals with the perceptions in LDCs about

the needs and problems related to availabiliti and the next section deals

with accessibility.

This breakdown into availability - accessibility utilization parallels_

the main functions of any and all information systems, including'libraries.

It is impoctant to divide the discussion in this way in order to be able to

understand the nature of classes of different problems that require soliitions

However, in the literature
of their own. Aft is not usualAto divide the discussion of problems in this

way, nor does any other classification of problems exist. It is usually

found that all kinds ofeoblems are all discussed and dumped together and

in jtself this presents a majOr problem of sorting out.

Availability is defined here as involving arid depending bn three factors:

1. Definition of information that is. desired and ne,eded as to subject,

type, level, language and other characteristics. In a practical

sense this should result in criteria for selection from the mass

of existing literature, criteria that,are needed as the base for

input; it may also result In criteria for creation of some specftic

literature or of repackaging cA information

2. Selection of information and/or literature from all that is available.

These are ehe decisions on which specific items, how many items are,

to be included in a given information system (or in a locality,

country, region etc.) in accordance with (i) criteria and (ii) avail-

able7sources.
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3. Acguisition of information and/or literature that-has been seleCted

for inclusion, meaning obtaining physical possession .of documents

and other items where inforipation is recorded.

t.
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.3.2 -Definition of Neejed information

3.2.1 On the Rationale- for Definition

What information is needed in relation to development? It is, of course,

a kerquestion, because the answer will determine the contents of files and

-services of inforbation systems. The rationale for the answers found in the

literature from LDCs is generally one of eiperience, common sense and opinion.
4

These are effeCted by aspirations and concepts of what are the developmental

goals and what is development all about. These are also affected by the

currency of international drives (for instance, present the topic of

appropriate technology is very much on the agenda, which sOtrred discussions

of appropriate information).

Opinions on the subject, type and other characteristics of information

needed were voiced very-frequently, over a lOng period of time and by all the

constitueoCies involved in STI. It is the-most oftendiscussea topic in the

literature. Many items in the literztture had thoughtful and thorough dis-
,

cussions coupled with presentation of some data for the support of conclusiOns:

But it also should be mentioned that many opinions were voiced (particularly

as reported in surveys by international Consultants) by people who according

.to.,their titles have no direct connection with either informatiofi processing

or use in the subject commented about4 and without evidence for their con-

clusions. At times one gets an impression from looking at the licerature

that everybody is an expert on this topic.

Another.striking aspect that emerges from surveying.the literAure is
naY.

the paucity, -magoe absence, of studies (in the scientific sense of the word

"study") on the information behaviC)i.and needs, and other characteristics of

atudies
potential information userrwhich were-aimed at definition of needed information

and/or literature; or studies on the subjects, characteristics.and behavior of

literature itself that may help such definitions. Thus there is a dire need



for conduct of scientifically based studtes that will help defin tnformation

needs in given deveioping countries:

One other thing should be underscored. There is little direct connection

tbetWeen ehe many discussions on the definition of information needs and a

follow up in terms of iictual implementations in the form of.inforMation systems

and services for these needs. Rather, the discussions are aimed at creation of

a concensus to .be used for action.

3.2..2 Categorization of ST1

It was widely retognized in the literature that there are a number of

different categories of STI andthat each of the categories has a different

utilitT in the process of development.

Many perceptiOns on the division of STI. in certain categories according to

developMent nedds haVe been brought forth. Here are some of the more typicalA
3--s

and reoccurring breakdown of categories:

1. In terms of levels of information needed for LDCs a distinction was

made between:

Policyland management information,,enabling decision on choices of

alternate strategies and an increase in negotiation capabilities
Ok

- Scientific and technical enabling learning and technical decisions
-

Operational information enabling kroductidn and services

2. In terms_of necessau knowledge a similar distinction as above was .

made between:

Know-why information (more scientifically oriented, generally readily

found in the literature and easily transferable);

- Know-how information (more technically oriented, not so readily

found in the literature, may need repackaging, harder to transfer);
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Show-how information'(operational training, maintenance ete,., not

found'in the literature, needs creation,,repatkaging, hardest to

transfer)

3. As to STI resources an often made distinction is between:

- 'Formal information resources: the open literature including report

literature' and the infrastructure associated with it:. libraries,

abstracting and indexing serviCes, data bases etc.
.

Informal information resourcesv personal contacts, consultancies,

"invisible colleges", meetings, training sessions etc.

- Specialized and negotiable information resotitces: patents; licences;

daxa on industrial processes and'products; oPerational information;

marketing surveys; statistical information; and other,information not

readily available in fo1fmal resources. Great stress is often made

r.
. on the importance of this 'type of inforMation-for development

purposes.

.4. Distinction is sometimes made between infOrmation for-different levels

of users, such as STI information for:-

A

- scientists, engineers

- business managers, industrialists

- administrators, policy makers

- extention workers

- semi-educated persons

- illiterates

These variOus categorizAtions are not contradictory, liut they do illustrate

different concerns an-d conceptualizations. In order tei recount some of the

more common theMes that are evident from the mass of literature on this topic,
Voir

and particularly trom 'reports in preparation for UNCSTD, wershall dismiss n'ext

the perception of information peeds in three areas:

4 0

4.
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1. Scientific ii-iformation

2. Industrial and technological information

3. Policy and decision making information

3.2.3 Scientific Information

- When it comes to discussions of syI in LOCs the ",e is very small and the

"T" looms very large. There can be found little Oscussion about"the needs

for information and literature strictly scientific, particularly about liter-
.

ature from 1:4asic'cience. In some reports a stance is taken that basic re-

search (at times th4s means scientific reSearch in general) is not,an affordable

activity of LOCs, thus literature on these subjects is not of direct interest

to information needs.

In the discussions on information needs one can also find biades directly

%
negative or even.hostile to scientific literature. At times the literature is

viewed as 'simply "academic" and inappropriate to needs. But at other times the
'

hostility is a consequence of a dissatisfaction with the- results of development

achievements in some LOCs, where science played g role in the growth of some

areas.' For instance, the report "Impact of Information Services on-National

DeveloPment" from India-[5] discusses the

API.negative aspects of education in science ttat...resulted.in several
r.

distressing aspects like brain-drain, frustration among all seCtions of
technical people, undere4loyment and unemployment. ...Science as itais
now practiced seems to have no influence on the life7style of over 80
percent of the population. This obviously is because of the fact that
_priorities and pOlicies in science, are laid down by the 20% of the
people who are actually.in the field of science and even these people
Ae guidéot by their counteiparts in themore advanced countries. [The
reportdpen recounts the science based achievements in India in nuclear
energy, communication, space research etc]...Amiclat such outstanding
achievements of science,* we'see conditions of appalling poverty with
millions. of-people living in conditions which can hardly be called
habitable. One frequently asks the question if sciencei'and more
particularly technologyhas failed in its objective of social utility.
...High sounding theories are aired, more to win recognition in the

.

academic field than to seek solutions-to the piling problems of back-.

wardness, sqdalcir and malnutrition...Undoubtedly scientific excellence
'hat; been achieved in several areas but there has been no meaningful'

.

impact on...the quality of life of coTmon,mad...on industry [and]
indystrial research in Indialwhich failed to deliver
the goods.'

12
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This passage is .a characteristic reaction.to scientific achievements in a

number of Lres. Thg scientific Priorities are questioned and with them the

scientific information and literature. The mentioned report provides.in addition
tr' AP

a number of statistics and further analyses of the areas of problems, such as

health, agriculture, small industry (in this substantive analySis it is rather

uncharacteristic) and thep in the recommendations about STI information it

unfortunately does not go beyond general suggestions that proper information

should be provided to various segments of population from scientists andomanagers

to illiierates (and in this type of general conclusions it is rather characteristic-
,

of many,other similar reports and articles).

But the perceptton that all is not well with science, and .thus with scientific

information as applied in ',Ms is coming through very loud from many countries.

Unfortunately, the perception of what should be replaced in terms of scientific

information is as yet .so general, that it is fairly useless for Practical action.

When it comes to areas of health scienced and agriculture-ielated sciences

the stance is not as negative or harsh: To the contrary, these are areas of

A 'areas is "
concern, thus it 1, scientific information in theseii perceived as very neCessary.

:and dedirous. However, as for many other subjects, it is being aklilocated diet.

a 'relevant proportion of this scientific literature shonld be scaled down,

translated, to .the level of understanding of a mass of people. Popularization

of science is being taWed for, primarily in these two subjects (health and

agricultui:e), as well as in a number of other subjects

It is also of interest to note that scientists (especially leading

scientists) in 1,DCs are by and large bypassineSTI activities in their own

countries and are "plugging" thmselves directly into the mainstream of glohal

scientific communicatipn channels; Their best works are published in inter-

national scientific journals, they attend international conferences of their

,

peers, belong to "invisible colleges"...and in general behave IA relation of
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use and communication of scientific information'in much the same.way as their

colleagues in developed countries. The biggest complaint about STI resources

emanating from scientists in LDCs is a lack of good library resources, parti-

. cularly in relation to scientific journals. More direct contacts between

Scientists from LDCs and those from developed countries are being urged in

many items In the literature (trips, fellowships, research exchanges etc.).

Programs such as Fulbright are.in great favor.

3.2.4 Technologrcal. and Industrial Information

This is the area that attracted the most discussions and recommendations

from LDCs. It refects the great concern with industrialization and tech-

nology application AsIthe backbone of development: However, the perceptions of

what particular information on these subjects-should be ihtluded vary accutOing

to:

... the level or stage of development of a country

... the conception of what should be the direction of technological

and industrial development

... detection of flaws in the previous applications of tchnology 41

and industry in development

The countries'that are on the fi* (pre-industrial) and second (beginning

industrialization) level of development perceive their information newis in.

much more basic terns than in more developed countries. What is understood-by'

technological information is considerably different from what is understood in'

more developed countries and has:almost no relation to the understanding In

the U.S. Such basic informationiis much harder to provide and it requIres

efforts in mass education, basic technical training, and the like, rather Ifin

. just-provision of printed materials in any form. The perceived needs for

technplogical Informarion and for training and education are inseparab4e. This'

14



comes through from many reports. lathr then to recount them, here is pro-

vided an illustrative example: (from: A Study on the Application of Scien-
.

tific ahd Technological Information in Development - Field Study in

Tanzania)18]:

"This example should be cited helm since it illustrates clearly the
impoitance of technical information for the productivity of a unit
and the §urvival of an industrial entreprise. These turd factories,

efor sisa1 and kenafgmembers of the National Textile Corporation
(Texco), were installed by an Italian firm. The sisal factory was
completed in 1968/69 with an initial cost of 55 to 60 million shil-
lings and the kenaf factory in 1972 with a cost over more than. 20
million. Instruction manuals for the operatiod and maintenance of
the machines were furnished in Italian. As a result' the local
engineers and technicians were unable to read them _and could not
maintain the machines as required. Moreover they could not even
work the machines efficiently or order spare parts when the necessity
arose. For the last couple of years, the situation in the sisal
factory is-dramatic. Some machines are out of'orderand the othersf,
are working below capacity or producing too much waste. The losses
are very'heavy and Texce has requested the assistance of a foreign
expert for a diagnostic study. The consultant visited the factory
and noticed a visible lack of management, technical expertise, super-
vision, maintenance, control and safety measures.

The kenaf factory has encountered fewer problems because-the machines
are not so old and the proceseIng of kenaf is an easier operation.
For maintenance purposes, they have succeeded in finding someone in
the region who knows enough Italian to assist them in reading the
manuals. According to the manager and his senior technicians-, there
is little need for.information other than that required for main-
tenance. However, they will be interested to purchase more books
and magazines if they are provided with a list of relevant titles.

400 appears that no one in the factory knows how to get this infor-
mation. The chief-engineer, newly appointed, expressed the need
for some books and magazines on mechanical engineering Snd said
that he had written to some publishers for bibliographic.informatien.

...The need for informatIon on research and development activities

is more underetood by those involved in industrial operat1404base4
on evolutive.techniques like chemical Processes. This is thdthse,
for example, in the tanneries and to a lesser ektent, the textile ,

company for dying and finishing operations. One senior technician
in the tannerie4 mentioned that relevant references and abstracts
are often found in. the few magazines they.receive on leather tech-
nology-and chemistry but, he_and his colleagues do not know how
to get the original articles with the present restrictions on
foreign exchange."
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To underscore: three elements that are treated as separate problems in the U.S.:

.(i) general education, (ii) technical training and (iii) technological infor-

mation are all perceived as one problem Of technological information in many

LUCs, particularly in'the countries on the first two levels of development.

The countries on the third (relatively advanced industrialization) level

of development perceive their needs in technological and industrial information

in relation to a number of different concerns:
.4

... creation and extention of technical know-how;

... development of new industries and/or new products; diversification
ce

of industrial areas;

... increase in the efficiency of- prochytion;

... increase in industrial employment;

... assistance to small industry

One of the failures of a number of developmental efforts in countries that

are on-the beginning or relatively advanced stage of industrialization relates

to the'import of advanced technologies and/or ready made and installed ("turnkey")

factories. These were proven to be often:

1. beyond the capacity of h country to absorb and integrate,in a pro-

fitable manner (thus becoming "sick industries") A

2. .above the leVel of technical expertise of the available broader work

force (thus becoming operable at a low level of production or in-

operable) and

3. highly capital intensive and not enough labor intensive (thus draining

the Yesources butpnot creating desperateiy needed jobs),

To counter these failures the idea of appropriate techrioloja wah developed.

Within'the'past few years this became a pivotal concept in international dis--

.cussions about science and,technology, warmly embraced and promoted by most, if

not all, tDC's. In many.countries it also became a central thrust for recirdAring



national priorities fn industrialization. It was also seen as a way to 'providei

developing-developing links, and reduce the dependency.on highly developed

countries.

Alongside the concept of appropriate technology emerged the concept of

appropriate technological and industrial information. There is hardly any

present day discussion on STI in 1,DCs that does not have at least some reference

to needs for appropriate technology and appropriate information. This is a

present day cenkral theme of discui4ion on STI, a theme that became central

only within the last 2-3 years and that is very much present in recommendations

for UNCSTD. Being this new, the theme of appropriate information is not yet

well conteptualized and it means many things to many people. The range of

meanings-include:

... 6n one end of spectruth, the meaning is technology and related infor-

mation oriented toward the poorest people and the uses of local

resources -- small scale; labor Intensive technology Igned to
. -

meet basic needs and raise productivity [et 9.. 5, 15]

related is the notion of "museum technology" i.e. technology used

in developed countries when they were at stages similar to 1,DCs;

suggestions are made for searching of museums and synthesis of

finding

on the other extreme is.the view that thus is information related
'

to technologies a,country would chose given as wide a range of

choices as possible; in this case the task of promoting appropriate

technology Is that of widening the available spectrum of technol-

ogles of all sorts and of information about them [e.g. 54].

, One Integrating definitim suggests that appropriate technology is [23]:,

1. In terms of resources, it is technology that is intensive in Use of

abundant factor, labor, economical in use of scprce factors, capital
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and highly trained personnel and intensive in of domestically

produced inputs.

2. In terms of scale: it is technology that is small scale but

efficient, readily replicable, operated, maintained and repaired,

low cost and acc.rsible to peopj.e and enterprises with low income.

3. Tn,terms,of compatibility it is technology compatible with local

cultural and social environment.

However, the problems and obstacles in obtaining appropriate information.

are considerable simple because it does not exist, moSt of the time, in readily

available form. Thus discussions encompass needs for:

Generation 04.011f rmation materials for development problems

irhich are identified but.for which scientific solution are not

fully available

... Repackaging of information (synthesis, translation to a languagi

and level) to directly relav to technology adaptation and use,

particUlarly bn a local level

... Screening and evaluating technological information; provision

of technology assessment information

... Reduction of technblogical dependency*; e.g. provision of main-

tenance information on the level of maintenance personnel

Importia information on successful technology applications from

other LEIC0

... Emphasis of information for smalrscale industries, together with

help in defining their technological needs/opportunities; stressI.
A Brazilian definition of technological dependency is when an assembly line

which haa been in operation fo'r some time breaks down and a "little old man
from Preoria" has to come and fix tt.

18



on small scale technologies and connections with small scale

industries in developed countries (a connection which does not.

exist, as Trule, the usual connections are with large industrial

enterprises).

....Emphasis on Provision of "information and answers" vs. "documents

and references"

... In relation to rural needs, the emphasis to be on information

suited for segments of the population, as yet largely ynserved,

iparticularly extention workers, semiliterates and illiterates*

... Use of unconvential channels for distribution of information --

radio programs, films, picture books, illustrated manuals etc.
0

The evident theme her.2 is a desire-to increase the absorptive capacity in

a number of potential users'by wring inforTation in direct relation to their

levels, needs, tolerances; to take non-users into Information users; and

to try new avenues of approach, as shortcuts to de'velopment.

It4realized (but in very few reports) that the greatest obstacle to the

implementation of ideas on appropriate information is that it is not readily

available in fhe scientific and technical literature. It has to be created,

and in itself, thi,s is a monumental task. This idea does not include only

distribution of what exists, it incorporates creation.

This includes emphasis of information in areas such_as: soil preparation;
Iconservation; fertilizers; pesticides; traction power, including plows; improved
seeds; use of agricultural waste; water managements; tools, implements; animal

w husbandry; forestry; wildlife;lishery; beekeeping; Wandicra s;'housing;
sanitation; health; ransportation, etc.
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A criticism of the concept of appropriate technology is that this means
f

inferior technology - dne that will keep LDCs locked permanently in a low
z

stage of development and'permanently dependent.

In a way, quest for appropriate.technology and information is-also a

rejection of the previously popular models for development stressing building

of heavy industry as a base of development and achieving development in large

-
quantum jumps.

There are also views that developed'countries are not willing to provide

appropriate technology and information because it is in their interest to

continue to provide expensive large scale technologies and finished products
Syr

and to prolong the dependency of LDCs.

3.2.5 Policy and Decision Making Information

As-the discussions of.STI for LDCs beFan some 15-20 years ago, it was

!conceped initially that the main thrust is toward billliographic information in

sciences and engineering proper. This was expanded some 10 years ago to include

the social sciences and the numerical data from sciences and engineering!: Then

it came to another expansion of the concept to include technological data,
1

industrial data, etc. as discussed in the previous section. Most recently

another expansion occured Eo include data, information, documents that are of

direct aid to making policy decisions, from decisions on general strategies,

to decisions on specific purchases among alternatives, to decigions on marketing

of products/services to choices for secific designs. This is for use for a
ir

wide range of decision-makers:, from politiciiins and ministry' officals to

managers in banks, business and industry, to industrial designers, to plant

engineers. ti

The range of the type of information that is mentioned as requIltd for

this area is very, very wide, for instance it includes information related to:



1. Business and management information: financial and commercial data;

naMes,,addresses, volumes, reliability of firms in given sectors;

productivity, inventories, resource distribution etc.

2. Marketing information: markets, products, forecasts, cofta and

pricing.

3. Negotiable'information: licenses, patents, consultancy assess-

ments.

4. Desigp information: standards, specifications, blueprints, indUs-

trial catalogs, regulations.

5. Operational information: maintenance and repair manuals; replace-

ments; process specifications and guides.

-6: Laws and regulations: international and in various nations.

Often mentioned are desires to provide:

...Analy_sis of such information and particularly to assess its value

and appropriateness

... Reviews on various topics (e.g. of existing technological processes

and associated hardware) with a clear and quick presentation of
.

relevant elements to permit informed Choice of the more appropriate

technological alternatives

... Assessments of future'primary and seconElary impacts of technologies

before jts application to improve present decision making

Information aimed at increasing negotiating,capabilities including

informatikr from other LDC0 to their negotiations, prices achieved

e1c. (stressed very strongly by Latin American countries). 0

One vjew gaining in popularity is that arbitrary limitation of information

to its bibliographic form or to information in predetermined fields of human

endealiour have. "lOst meaning" and that to plan STI systems at the national level

solely for the transfer of bibliographic information has "become anachronistic"Egl]
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In terms of the U.S. practices and divisions, this means inclusion of management

information systems, business systems, patent and licensee registry systems;

financial inforraAtion systems, market research and marketing systems, and the

like, into the univei.se of STI.

Again it should be Stressed that such information is not readily available,

in any literature, but this point is very rarely mention4ed.. Such information

requires extraction
1

and even generation,' which while clearly possible will

require cammitment of resources and expertise on a much higher level than it

is presently commited to STI acti es anyplace.

1
In the U.S. such inf ation is often extracted, synthesized and provided by

various business i ormation services (such as Predicast Inc.) and is aacessible

for on-line sear ing via vendors such as Lockheed. Many aspects of STI

information exp ained here would classify as business inforMation in the u.p.

p.

I (.
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3.3 Selection Problems

The discussions of the problems of selection and.of acquisition ed;*atil4It

almost solely from information scientists and librarians people concernedê

directly with the practical.issuep in running information syStems. These are

operational problems and already'relate to building of information infrastrticture.

It was widely recognized that selection and acquisition present severe obsta-

cles to successful operations of libraries and other informat.ion systems in

S.

LDCs.

The modern worldwide problem of selectiOn Of materials for scientific

and t6chnical information systems stems from the very large amount.of scientiffc

and techniCal literature available in the world. And as the amoindis growing

at a high rate (the phenomenon referEd to as "information explosion"), the

selection problem became ac'ute and it is getting worse. The reason is that the

.rate of growth of ST literature is much higher than the rate of growth of re-

sources of ilbraries and other STI systemS. The crunch is felt not only'in

LDCs, but also in U.S. and.otber ddveloped countries, where mahy efforts (re-

Ssource sharing; automation, networking, research on utilizatiorn for decision
or

%

making etc.) have been' init4iated to counter the situation. Similar efforts can-
,

?not be as yet fou10.io any larger extent in LDCt, although librarians and infor-

mation scientists from many LDCs showed in their writing an awareness of,thel,

need 'for similar resource sharimg efforts [e.g. 32].

The scienrtfie and technical literature is growing at spme 7% mo year, Vhus

doubling every 14-15 years. The major contributors to this literature, up to

about a decade ago, were the developed countries (U.S. and USSR in particular).

However, more recently the percentage, of contribution,from develOped countries

R

is falling off, but the contribution of literature from,develqping countries is

._rising, [evident from a number.of studies by D. J. de S. Price E..Garfield].41hd ,

The growth is still 77:, but -the contributors are tiivided differently; here we

5s
*
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can clearly observe one of the rising effects or indicators of development.
4

However, if impact of literature is measured with the relative amount of

citations.that an article or journal receives, then it can be seen that the

highly recognized journals from developed countries still'have 'the highest

rate of impact.

The increase In more Apantities of publications does not have a direct

relation to quality or impact of.such publications. But it does. make for even

more difficulty in.finding and selecting the quiiitative items in all that mas

of quantity:. Discrimination is ever harder, and ever more necessary, because

there simply is no money for indisgriminate selection. Some information

,scientists and librarians in LDCs are di;playing a high degree of awareness of

this problem as seen in their discussions, but others are not (as-seen by the

lack of discussion on this problem). The recognition- of this quantity/quality

problem is not universal.

The,discussion of the.problems of selection of appropriate STI also cen-
,

tere at times on the problem of translation and even creation of such infor-

mation.(as temarked previously). Namely, it.is being noted that users in much

of the available literatur cannot be used because it is not-in the language

and/or:on tfie level of the potential users: To cope with problems of different

larrguages many countries and information systems instituted translation efforts,

'but beeause of the very high costs \in relation to relatively low use,.the

translation efforts are not wiae spkead. Thus translation is very often listed

eLof the major problems for which no satisfactory solution has been found

as yet. As more'countries'are produ6ing their own literature, the language ana

translation,problem is increasing rather then decreasing. This'factor is also

seen as an obstacle to furthering developing , deyeloping'links.

As to creation of appropriate literature the difficulties are even greater,

muCh'igreater. Some libraries and information centers In,LDCs found themselves
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in positidn of writers, reWriters, synthesizers, popularizers and publishers of

literature a role for which they are not well suited. Calls were made for
f.

organization of special departments id information systems or even special insti-

. tutions tfiat willdeal with.creation and publishing of appropriate literature,

while the-information systems then will organize and disseminate it as is their

et,

traditional function. ,,The relations between information systems and publishers

in LEICs are not Close; which pose itill another problem. It si;ould be .noted

11,that there are .no calls in U.S. or other develope countries for, libraries and

role of a
information, systems to assume affewriter and publisher widow in the above sense.

A further problem in selection often voiced pertains..to the inaccessibility

and lack of tools from whlch selection can be made; tools sych as book and

journal lists and reviews, publisher catalogs, union.lists, announcements,

indexes of technical reports, etc.

An often mentioned approdch to selection problems is cooperative seleCtion,

or distributive selection; the idea is that a number of libraries or information

Oems In a country or a region should cooperate in parcelling the selection,

making sure to minimize the unnecessary duplication and spread more widely the

coverage. Unfortunately, such ideas have rarely been put to effeet. It is

often lamented that the situation is often just the opposite and that the degree

of cooperation among information systems and libraries, even in a given city, is

very low. This lack of cooperation is found in relation to many other.functions,

not only to selection.

But above all the problems related to selection, loom the complaints about

gr4at disparity between the available r-csources allocated for selection and the

available mass of literature from which to_ select.



. 3.4 Acquisition Problems

4

Acquiditic:n pertains 'to ordering and obtaining the-physical copy of a

document;, this is often referred io as "document deliverY,"'"document procure-
.

ment" etc. .Being so tangible, the problem received a great deal of discussion.

Excerpts from a paper on the problems of acquisition of biomedical literature

. .

in Nigerian libraries is quite illustrative of the problem in general [12]:

"Tight.budgetary and administrative controls give them [libraries].
little elbow room In the acquisition of the materials they need.
The journals more then books present the greatest amount of.
problems.

...Delay in transportation, [cause] delay in receipeof the
journals from plublishers. . .Orders take four to six months to be
Rerviced...because of surface mail;* as air freight would raise
the total cost of the subscription far out of proportion to the
library's budget for journals. Journals are lost in eransit.,.
poor postal service.

..:Delay causes inability to claim missing iss6es of journals...
because publishers demand that claims be made within sixty to
ninety days. . .0verpaying for the missing copies when reordering
[i.e. they are paying twice].

:..[Because of such losses] gaps fiequently occur in the collection.

...I takes as long as four ti) six weeks to.get a photocopy [from a
U.S. or British library]...minimum of eight weeks from continental
Europe or Eastern Europe.

...Lack of competent book dealers in the country.

..:A few biomedical periodicals published in Nigeria...are even more
difftcult to obtain from publishers than journals from abroad."

Beside the chronic lack of resources the problemp of acquisltion are iriad

and generally out Of the realreof influence of information systems the s lveS;

problems such as this are lisced:

... Currency restrictions In many LOCs, that gave.low prior,ity for foreign

. exchange Tunds for STI materials.

... Inadequate postal services as one of the general problems of infrastructure.

Inadequate telecommuniation_services,Aomestically and internationally

for direct contacts.

56



Inadequite attention to,speciarproblems of acquisition in LDCs by

.publisherS, book and journal dealers aud other agencies providing

physic4l copies:of documents in.developed countries.,

Copyright restrictions related to copying of materials (including problems

of fair copy use Vs. pirating)

... Photocopying equipment and tiervices within LDCs and obtaining photo-

copy services from developed countries

... Administrative obstacles in ordering and purchasing; an excess of

. IP
bureacracy in procedures

... Ever increasing costs of publications, which are growing at a parti-

cularly high and prohibitive rate

... Very low degree of.success in plans for exchange of publications

.., All the problems cumulatively causing considerable.scarcity of current

publications

q

Many international efforts to ease these problems have been launched,'but

kg ,

with rather limited success. Many calls are made for more effective schemes in

solving the-acquisition problems; 'considerable assistance fram developed ,

countries is expected.

At times some of the acquisition prbblems are viewed as reStrictions im-

as
posed on LDCs and A form of exploitation (this is done without consideration

41

that these are general restrictions, and that many of the'problems are internal
rr

to given LDCs).

At a different

the introduction of

level the problem of acquisition is being intensified with

bibliographic and other dAta_bases, with on-line or batch

access to such data bases and with general wider accessibility to indexing and

abstracting journals. In relation'to specific questions by users search of such

of documents
.data bases or indextng journals provides the users with citationsAwhich at

times Seem exactly what is wanted. But where to Zet the actual document? The

57' 1.



. "hardcopy" delivery causes considerable user frustration. In countries that have'

some backup in library services the problem is esiled, but in'others where there
\

are no adequate library collections in STI the probled is intolerable e.g. in

Equador the Industrial Development Center (CENDES) offering information services

to industry (among others a current awarene3s bulletin) has to "send abroad 100,
I

percent of its requests for copies of articles from primary journals) patent;

specifjcations etc. . .lbecause the] corresPonding library faci*ities Equador

are totally inadequate" [4]. The introduction of modern and computerized infor-

mation approaches in LDes brought home very vividly the necessity for adequate

--and corresponding-STI liFfarSi Tresiirées. IntrodiiciTiTri-oi computer services

without library backup is seen by some as counterproductive in that it raises

users' appetite and with it the frustration in not satisfying,the appetite,

thus turning users away from information services.

As mentioned, the amount of STI materials published in LDes is increasing-

"at a high rate. Tt may be of interest and somewhat surprising to note that in

.many instances the information scientists .and librarians in LDes are reporting

that-they ha/e considerable difficulties In obtaining their 41Fn native STI

materials; sometimes the difficulties are gr,eater than in obtaining the materials

from abroad.

ss 'ssf.
4
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3.5 Awareness of Available STI Resources in the U.S. and Economic Considerations

It is widely recognized in LDCs that the U.S. is the principal country

in the world'in terms of STI resources. The export of journals, bboks,

indexes, data base services etc. from,U.S. to LDCs is sizable, particularly

to countries on the level of relatively higher industrialization. E.g. the

number of international subscriptions to U.S. journals rose from 7.1 mil. in

1960 to 17.27U:1977 [81 ; a good proportion of this rise was in

LDCs. According to every,citation study, the U.S. journals receive the

highest number of citations, worldwide, indicating their use. There is no

major scientific/technical library in LDCs, without a sizable proportion of

its collection being U.S. materials. In general, there are many indications

showing a relatively high rate of aquisition of U.S. materials in LDCs.

Realizing the,need for awareness of STI resources in general, UN agen-
,

cies commissioned studies that resulted in directories or handbooks of STI

resources and approaches [e.g. 1, 13, 271.

A number of other international directories, handbooks,

of bibliographies
UNIDO seriemon industrial infor-bibliographic guides (e.g.

mation) and similar stings appeared'over the years, i1i proven to be very

popular. Most STI re urces listed in these come from the U.S. Recommen-

daticins were made to have more directories published and in more specific

.subjects. A number of partiCular recommendations were for making an easier

(Iaccess to: n
)
ames and addresses of individuals,.enterprises and agencies it

the U.S. to whom can be written about specific requests for STI resources, I

documents or answers to questions and (ii) photocRpriag. services for 'specific

a
journal articles, technical reports and other STI materials. Photocopying

In patticulaF Is a sort,point with many information systems.
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However, not many specific dis.eussions of STI resources in the U.S.
7

can be found in the literature of LDCs or (besides the mentioned directories)

in the reports/recommendations of UN and other international agencles.

There is no discussion on how widespread and how specific is the awareness

of U.s. resources. From personal observation and discussions, I can con-

elude that the awareness in LDCs that U.S. is the major suplier of STI,in

the world ik very high) but the awareness of the specific resources (e.g.

names of specific journals, indexes,. statistics; business information

sourtes, patent listings etc.). is verx low in general. It is not even very0.-.
.

,

. IF high among librarians and idOrmation sciehtists. The lack'of specific

knoWledge of. the existence and names of specific STI resources is one of
.

higher
the poeftc obstacles initialization of U.S. STT resources.

Marketiag of U.S. STI resources in LDCs by U.S. firms and agencies fs

at a very low level and very sporadic. For instance, only recently did

NTIS (National Technical Information Servic) started organizing outposts

,in Latin America and providing promOtion material in Spanish. Some data

base seevices (NLM, Lockheed, SDC) showed some interests toward LDCs, lut

.(1

in no way.as.much as toward developed countries'(e.g. National Library of

Medicine (NLM) has bilateral agreement for MEDLINE services with 10 coun-
,

trdes VA) of them LDCS -- and with Pan American Health Organization.

(PAHO) for Latin America). Publishers showed also relatively little interest

toward marketing in LDCs. More marketing, more marketing, materials in local

languages are urged.

41

High costs and lack of foreign exchange are cited most often as a

barrier for higher use-of U.S. STI resources in LDCs. These costs are often

considered as exploitative. gliggestIons were often made that ST' should be

this is also urged in UNCSTD reports.
shayd with LDCS free, or at greatly reduced costsA There is no particular

discussion.of the economics of fnformation, nor is-there any good understanding

60
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about what elements enter into economic considerations, such as costs, price,

value etc. (It should be mentioned that there is no consentus on these

matters in the U.S. either, despite many discusSions). In the U.S. there

are many cost/benefit d'iscussions related to STI services, suCh discussidns
ft

cannot be found in the LDCs literature. In some papers there are mention

of information!as a reusable commodity and çjnformation _systems as_

te.g. 34).
, ...

l x,utilities/1 In the recent suggestions ana cals or appropriate information,

repackaged information, business information etc. there are no economic

considerations present; there seems to be no awareness at all-of-the

associated economic aspects (costs and cost/benefit's in particular).. In

general, there seems to be a surprise at the relatively high costs for STI

resources and for STI systems and services, and even a resentment at these

costs:

4

4

In general, in supply of technology U.S. has many competitors, but in

supply of STI resources and in supply of tools and procedures for handling

STI (as discussed in the following sctions) U.S. outdistanced its competi-

tors by far. itt is in knowledge, expertise and information for science and

technology that U.S. Omens, not necessarily ih technology alone, in which
-

many countries have an excellent production. LDCs.Show an awareness of,

this. This may be a factor in considering U.S. policies in relation to

STI for LDCs.
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4. ACCESSIBILITY OF STI: A BASIC ASPECT OF

. INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURE
51

4.1 Overview

In order to be eventually utilized, informati9n has to be not only

available at some place or other, but it has to be ,physically Accessible

to users. To provide such accessibility information systems intellectually

organize materials in some fashion, house it some place and provide

disdbmination servides. In more recent times information technology has

been utilized for these functions. Also, various information networks

have been built to increase both availability and accessibility; at their

base these networks have a concept cti resource-sharing.

These aspects have been of great concern to librarians and information

scientists in LDCs, quite naturally because it is the backbone of their

professional activities: The importance of the activities related to

accessibillty lies in the fact that they are a basic aspect of information

infrastructure -- without them there would be no utilization. Selectifng and

acquiring information if§ just the first step in the chain of information trans-

fer howevlthis is often not fully realized either by policy makers or

even users. For this reason there is much more discussion by the officials of

what type of information is needed then of what type of systems ate needed that

will 7ake this informtioq accessible once it is acquired. A similar problem

is witli availatiility and accessibility of goods: it doesn't do'any good if

they are available in the warehouse, but not accessible to the populace In

stores at their localities.

-One thing that comes out clearly from the literature is that infor-

mation scientists and libra'rians in LDCs are in a general battle for recog-

nition of the aspects related to accessibility of STI. Almost all of-the

perceptions presehted here come from this constituency.

1
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4.2 Intellectual Orlanization of STI

Organization refers here to indexing, classification, coding, cataloging
-?

and/or creation of other intellectual forms of representation or biblioe-
4.

graphic controls. It also refers to creation of'union lists (e.g. list of

holdings of journals or other materials among several information systems),

and similar tools necessary for resource sharing.

In order-to provide for'intellectual organization, it is necessary to

establish aoriorAscheme or procedure on the basis of which such an organi-

b;

zation can be done. And as in.the-U.S., -there were many discussions and

perceptions about such schemes in LDCs. Tools for vocabulary.control.

particularly thesauri, are mentioned ;lost often as lacking and needed.

Multilingnal thesauti In various subjects are promoted as one of the solu-

tions to vocabulary conirol probleMs. UN and other agencies published a

felit such thesauri, but there could be found no discussicnaon their specific

aplications. Subject heading lists, as another forb of vocabulary control,
7

talso received considerable discussS;dB`-particularly from library concerns.

- There were iany Calls for development and/or adaptation of thesauri and,
.

other vocabulary control tools that are suitable for specific situations

in a given LDC. Classification schemes, the traditional library tools,

have not received nearly ag much attenCion in discussion s the vocabutary
-

controls. This is probably a reflection of the similar U.S. trend in

intellectual organization of STI, where classification is not widely em-'

ployed in modern data bases.

Procedures for analysis and indexing of STI literature also received

considerable attention. In response to these needs UNESCO (and other

agencies) published manuals for indexing, abstracting, analysis etc. More

procedure guides are requested.

6 3
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Another often broached.topic is standardization of schemes and pro-

cedures for handling'STI. Standardization and harmonizationis.seen as a

prerequisite for cooperation among systems.. Most standardization that was

achieved was simply by'wide adaptton of some specific practices,,rather

then by acceptance of international standards. However, some 6f the inter-

national standards (for instance for international book numbers) proved

clearly-to be beneficiali and more work on standards is called upon. The
important

impression is left that the whole issue of standards, as tamplas it is, was

_

approached haphazardly, rather then systemaiically.

Creaiion of tools such as .union lists of holdings, is another aspect'

of orgatlization that is necessary for resource sharing.and cooperation

among libraries and information systems. Such tools are common in the U.S.,

'but greatly lacking in the LDCs; this is one of the reasons Why each li-

brary and information system in a LDCs is usually an island onto itself.

In some LDCs in a cooperative effort, union lists ofjoilrnal holdings for

a set of libraries were produced (usually as a prolonged- and painful effort

with little resources aspigned to it); but the big problem proved to be

updating and maintaining of such lists. Little assistance from develoPed

countries is ever given for such efforts. Need for such tools is constantly

-

expressed [e.g. H.

The way things are done in the U:S. in regard to iritellectual'organi-

zation had'great world wide impact.- Many LDCs are using br adapting many

U.S. approaches. For instance, U.S. produced thesauri are routinely used

In ma y institutions in LDCs; the subject heading lists of National Library'

of Medicine and of the Library of Congress are used or evelvtranslated in

libraries in many LDCs; procedures for coordinate indexing.developed in

the U.S. are not/ used world wide, East and West. Thus U.S. is looked 'upon

not only is a prime source Of STI materials, but also as a,prime source

for procedures and schemes for organization of such Werials.

.11
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4.3 Housing of STI

57

Housing refers to the .physical kocation and arrangement of documents

and other information sources or artifacts. Characteristically, in most

from buildings to computers
LDCs the-physical facilitiemfor housing STI are.inadequate. Although a

a large computer doesn't make for a 9000
great building doesn't make a great library) fori information

by itself,
systetn4 physical facilities are of obvious pnportance. The lack of ade-

(mite facilities is often cited as a gieat obstacle to users and to pro-

vision of a variety of information.services.

Another characteristiiois that in most LDCs the pattern of geographic

and size distribution pf libraries and information systems is very biased.

There are a few larger libraries and information SysteMs and this is it.

There are no small ons. 'These larger systems are usally centrally lo-.

cated in the largest.city or within some large institUtion, university, etc.

1,

Smaller Collections of STT'do exist, blit they are hardly substantial, or

they can hardly'qualify as libraries or inforination Systems. As a rule

."
there is some geographic distance between'the potential users and th9se

-.

larger systems.- is distance is acting as a very effective barrier toTh . ,

utilization, especially in view of,transportation and communication prob-

lems. These difficulties are often discussed in literature and many
branching

recommendations for dispersion or4--. '-; of information systems were

made. Bringing information to where the potential users are .is a goal

,of such rerommendations. However, most LDCs registered very few accom-

plishments in this area. One of the recommended approaches to decentra-

lization is to provide centralized organization and housingi but decentra-

lized dissemination. For instance, one Of the more successful efforts

along this philosOphy is the East African Literatue Service in Kenya

[Munn, 1973]; they acquire and process centrally d large set of journals

on agriculture Ind related areas and first provide extention stations and
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fist
other institutionseir th copies of journals' content pages and then upon

request with photocopies of articles in these journals. Many recommends-

tions were made for institution of similar efforts.

4%



4.4 Dissemination of STI

Dissemination of STI from librariesand,information.systems itivolves

a number of ptialet and serViees.in addition to

as bibliographies atd traditional services, such

instance'v

searches,

traditional products)sucN

as.cirulation. FOr

selective dissemination of information (SDI),

,

assistance in question formulation, on-demand

retfospectiye

bibliographies,

information analysis and synthesiS reference (question/answering) services,

.referral, photocopying, citation tra ing, bibliometric analyses, etc. The

effectiveness and qUality of each nf ation system depends clearly on

the nutsber and quality of its dissemina ion 'services, particularly if they

(\ _are diversified to meet diversified user hee s. E.g. an information system

that just produces generalized bibliographies or a library that only circu-

lates its materials provides only a fraction (Af possible disseinination,

services. Unfortunately, this is exactly the range of many information

systems and libraries in LDCs -- they do little'more than make general

bibliographies or circulate materials (and some have very restrictive circu-
,

01

lation policies). This is often mentioned in the literature re.4.5112-,45). 7

. An examination of various.country reports or surveys on, STI systems

for or by UN

then

agencies provides a.pieture of these systems being much more
0.6141114 (Pi 41 3 °=0.

service oriented it Especially in many national information

systems*tbe regources are channeled in production of bibliographies, key-

word indexes, newsletters and the like, and not into-direct information

services to groups-or IndividUalS On request. The value'.of these products

to scientists and engineers is open to question; i.e. altlioUgh many sub-

ject bibliograpbies have a value as a.aational record ofproduction of

national STrliterature, they have little value in answering specific ques-

"It tions in that subject. Tbe product vs. service or4entation is at tithes a

subject of considerable debates n STI systems and'tlie situation seems to
e

,

o-

1.
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be slowly changing in favor of servige orientation. But the whole concept

of STI systems being search.oriented which is quite prevalent in the U.S.,

is not Prevalent in 1,DCs. :Me resources are not allocated in that direc-
....

tion. This, of courie, is another barrier to effective utilization.of

STI for develcipment.,

One reason for low service orientation is A lack of proper information
12

resources. To illustrate from an Nlierian article 1113

"There are not very .many indexes and abstracts in the libraries
either, "and.the absence of these makes'literature searches
very difficult. . ."

11?
'`i
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4.5 Applicaions of Information Technology

Examples of utilization of computers and other.technology for processing

and dissemination or STI in the U.S. and other developed ebuntries had a

great impact on the aspirations of information scientists and,librarians in
cat, 4.0,4c.ro irtcomivienActti:c.ns1.1..

LDCs at all levels of development^ Computer seems to be in many writings

; a magic word, the expectations. somewhat naive-and unrealistic.. In a number
,

of LDCS (ktrimarily at higher levels of development)-cOmputers have been

applied by variouS national or industrial STI systems and bY some libraries.

in general, they did not have their,pwn cmputers, but had-access, to a

computer. The applications rahge from production to simple indexes,'and
-

union lists, to printini of bibliographies and catalogs, to Information 4

retrieval applications,'and in at least a few instances to building-of on-

line system. Th'us the range of applications is the same as ia the U.S.,

and In most instances the applications were copies of what waS done in the

b.s. with little consideration of local aPplicabilfty.

Most applications wer,e simple e.g. KW4C, ((ey-word-in-context), indexes,

which are very popular, but there toas.also a good number of more sophisti-,

cated current' awareness services, particularly as related to INIS.and AGRIS

systems that provide files on which searches.can-be done. More information-,

retrteval operations are hampered by the lac,k of files (data bases) on which

to perform them. Many considerations and even negotiations were-made with
,

various data base producera.for buying or leasing'..of their 'riles by LDCS but

very few 1-sulted in operational
.

systems. Getting of dafa bases frpm the U.S. .

I

And other,developed,counttles is wrought with many'obstacles and then making

. them work with even mOre obstacles. This is a matter of great disappointment

and great deNates.- Canada had ta program for LDCs to transplant their very .

successful national information retrieval systems (CAN-SDI and CAN-OLE), and
0 0

-their efforts seems to be 'wprmly accepted; nevertheless they weren't too
413 -..

successful in ,this either" The, only _moderate success in, the data baSe
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application areas was scored by the INIS,and AGRIS efforts, Still-there

are great many calls fpr data bases and technological applications related'

to them. Also there are many calls for production of local, national or

regional data bases,

The big problem listed all the time was software. Here the need was

expressed for-programing guidelines and packaged programs for all kinds of

A
STI operations. It is in this, the. so6ware area, where. the U.S. is looked

upon for asiistance. The computer capacities available for STI Eire usually

greatly underutilized, prtmarilyibecause of the lack of Suitable software.

Where the multinatimal companies (such as IBM) were involved in the trans-,

fer of information technology, hardware And software, these were generally .

7
More successful than any other efforts at transfer.

There wOre many mistakes committed ih the applications of information

technology 10 LITs, the same ones as in the U.S. But since the professionals

In LDCs haveipretty much left this Work ta themselves with relatively, litele

aSsistance,fthese efforts-were powerful learning experiences. They may not

.,' have been Successful as hoped operationally, but they-were certainly

successf4 in-terms of education and experience. As a result it is quite

eyident Oat in many LriCs, a'cadre of computer-experienced information

ptofessibnals exists ready for further develo6,04 in this arlp.F

The apetites for applications of ittormation technolga for blema

dre veiy large and growing. HoweVer, a few remarks were made that in some

sTI ai-eas indiscriminate'application of information technologies may not be

appOpriate and may even be rounterproduCtive. There was some debate on the

7

ipiue of gradual evolution vs. quhntum jumps'in applications of information

6logies, with a gelral inclination toward quantum jumps. Unfortunately,

tbo often a 'computer is conhidered a pana&ta, which in itself ls d problem..

,

4
4.
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4.6 InfOrmation Net4orks

Information networks are one of th* tools aimed at increase of av il-

ability, accessibility and thus utilization of information. Many such
c
net-

works exist in the U.S. (for instance, library networks for Interlibrary
.

loans, for cataloging and,for resource sharing in general;.data-bases ser-
,

vices networks; document-delivery networks etc.). Great many calls are

made In theAfterature by all conPtituencies (officials, information.pro-

fessionals,' Information msers) to institute similar networks in LDCs. There

is practically no set of recommendations that does not place information

networks high on the list; particular stress of this is made in UNCSTD reports.

As pentioned, many international efforts were directed toward infor-
E4.stipt

mation networksA In some LErcs various types otinetworks emerged aimed at

libraries and at information retrieval. Holiever, netwoek development in

many instances is hampered by nany tangible factorp, such as inadequate
;

ivlecommunicationk and many intaneble factors, such as lack of willingness

to cooperate among information scientists and librarians in LDCs. The fow

levAl of cooperation or of knowledge of each others activities is cited

quite ciften as a major problem. The talk abdut internal,country networks.

is considerable the motivation for their,realization seems low. No sug-

gestions can be found on how to increase this motivation and willingness

for caoperiiion.

Of.the networks that were realized most successful were the mentioned
4

MIS and AGRIS efforts. In some LDCs also were realized union lists of

holdings among libraries as a cooperative netwOrk effort; but the Inter-

library loan networks that were to follow were not that
-

successful.

.=

The motQl often dientioned desired networks were for on-line data base
7

services.(such as offered uy N114, SDC, Lockheed; Euronet in the future etc.).

number. of institutions in LDCs already are accessing some of these data
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base services, particularly the U.S. ones, through telex (which is slow and

exPensive) or through a mode of TYMNET or similar:telecOmmunication net-
;

work. Many demonstrations of theseAata base services were made in LDCs,

which considerably increased the apetites for access The level of use of

these data base services in LDCs is low, .but it is growing steadily.. Some

national STI systems such as 1BICT in Brazil initiated regular services for

users at a fee to search SDC and Lockheed files via telex. A number of

comppies in Latin America (particularly national yetroleum companies) made

.

direct contracts for accessing th u services. The Yroblem of course is

high fees that rftstrict the usage of these services only to users from the

richest companies or institutions.

jhere are a great many expectations by LDCs that the U.S. will provide

an easier access and at lower fejs to data base services. There seems to

be little understanding of the private (or not for profit) nature.of many

bf thee data base producers and services in the U.S. and of the ensuing

e6pnomic structure of the U.S. information industry. It is not well compre-
,

hended that such a major national actfWty as the information industry ind

information networks, are by and large outside of dirett government in7
A

volvement in the U.S. Thus many-of the expectations are directed at the U.S.

ltpvernment Which is not always the\-proper pagty at all. Private enterprises

,
were much more successful in establishing contacts and modes for information

networks in LDCs than the efforts by U.S. govarnment agencies.
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One type of networks redeivilig considerable attention in LDC's are

Ce-ctf4i-34'J;
so called SDI (Selective Dissemination of Information) service4 these

involve periodiC computerized searching of given data bases (e.g. as they

are updated) for answers to user questions deposited with the. system.

The Problems involve: (i),software for compdter manipulations, of data

baSes and for searching and dissemination and (ii) obtaining or building

the data base itself. AGRISand INIS are typically. established to enable

SDI. UNESCO cdntracted: with the Canada Institute for Scientific and

TeChnical Information (CISTI) for three pilot projects in the-period 1974-
u

1976 for transfer of CAN/SDI gervices 6n7internationally available data

bases to Argentina, India and Mexico. An evaluation of the pilot projects

showed a good deal of ac-ceptance. The countries ate continuing these pro-

jects on their own and a new pilot project was initiated in Nigeria. The

encouraging results have led to measures to make the SDI packages available

trey n
on a wider basis involving eeftt-tntee-t-44n of Canadian software and approaches

with the UNESCO/ILO package called CDS/INIS. The main problems involve

personnel, training, data base procurements, documentation scheduling and

follow-up; of all these personnel is problem number ope. The U.S. was.

involved in ihese efforts by at-cost or free provision of data bases and
4

with little efser'Lnce this is perreived as a htghly desirable service in

LDCs, it may be of great interest if the U.S. will further get involved in

irSDI networks in LDCs.1 In comparison to on-line searching services as offered

hy Medline, Lockheed etc. the SDI is an older developent primarily started

and based.as a batch-mode computer operation. Little exploration was done
41

on the relation between these two types_of services in LDCs. The question

is quite open: should the promdtion of SDI serv4es be continued as done

In UNESCO pilot projects, or shouldron-line information retrieval services

be incorporated or even replaced by the SDI service§ as they were instituted
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originally? 'The question also involves the alternative of mounting data

-

bases in the,country and not relying on a telecommunication network or

relying on data bases, software Snd hardware available elsewhere and on

international telecommunications; It is a sensitive issue that has not

bpen addressed, at any depth, but it certainly will come to a head clash.

As mentioned, many demonstrations of on7line STI services have been made,

[C.ct (33.
and a degree of familiarization with these services has been achieved.% An

impression is left that it la so much easiei to hook-up.onto existing on-

line services, than ilfil.6SDI to.build /Its own capabilities.

Considerations of networks for STI also included many aspecte-of hard-

ware, software and telecommunications (generally lalteled in the international

parlance as "informatics" and "information technology" in the U.S.) in

addition to consideration of information alone. It is quite evident that

at times there is great confusion (or potential for confusion) in discussions

of international networks because of this. Recently held Intergovernmental ,

Conference on Strategies and Policies for Informatics (SPIN, Aug. 28-S.ept.

#

6, 1978) was attended by 76 Member States of UNESCO, and demonstrated both,'

/ a great inteiest in establishment of networks and a ide range of interpre-

tations on the meaning of network, tnd in consideration to at is involved i

in networking. Expectations as reflected in recommendations cover also a
C148340

wide'range of topics, including desired action in the areas of

4

... National strategies and policies for informatics

... Education and training In informatics

AnternatioRal
cooperation in informatics

Transborder dafa. flows

... Telecommunications

... Information induseiy

0
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.. Maintenance of information services

... Standardization.

Transfer'of STI in area of informatics

A number of specific proposals (in addition to the SPIN conferences)

were made to institute or strengthen international (glabal or regional) net-

works.that involve the informatics technology (computers, telecommunications).

The fqllawing types of networks are mentioned[e.g. 7 and UNCSTD reports]: ,

9
... International time sharing networks

e.. Networks for scientific computing (e.g. ARPANET)

-... Information retrieval networks (e.g. Lockheed, SDC, BRS,

Medline, REC9N, etc.)

... Human communication network§ (e.g. TECHNOTEC, computer

conferencing such as CONFER)

... Bibliographic librarir networks (e.g. OCLC, BALLOTS,

AMIGOS, and'many others)

U:S. experiences and/or involvement in institution and operation of
-

such networks are considered as iTidispensable. This is conside ed a most

desirable area for much greater U.S. involvement and probably offering the

greatest poential in benetits.

The barriers which are most often mentioned that impede network

Aevelopment, of types mentioqed above, include

Regulatoty problems

... Interconnection prablow

,.. Technical problems

... Legal and iaolitical problems

Privacy of personal data

... Privacy and security in broader aspects
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%.. Intellectual property rights
L-l#

... Economic problems; pricing

Still another type of network being debated at present are networks

for information on appropriate technology. Numerous proposals exists for

international mechanisms-for promoting appropriate technology including:

.14'f
... UN Inter-Agency Task Force proposal^ano interagency network

for the exchange of technological information; tilis was

endorsed by UN General Assembly in 1977 [45]

( UNIDO Industrial and Technological Information Bank (INTIB),

described previously, with the pilot project completing in

1978 [20,52]

... World proposal in 1978 for a Technology Referral Service

(T ) [54]

... IL proposal in 1976 for establishment of a Consultative Group

on Appropriate Technology; other organititions made proposals

for Consultative Groups in a number of areas [23]

...'International Rice Research Institute proposal for an Inter

national Center for Appropriate Technology [23]

US/ AID proposal for a program in appropriate technology in

1976 involving information and communication and orgaiftzation

of'Appropriate Technology Institute to administer the progress

and Al' number of other propos.?ls fraR inaviduals and insti-
, \tutIons

It shows quite.clearly that the notion of appropriate technology in-

eludes also the idea of necessity for networks for Appropriate information.

As is-the nature of appropriate technology subject to different interpretations,

so is the nature of associated information networks. Up'to now the4US shows

relatively 34ttle involvementlin these debates. More involvement is clearly

desirable; if it is desirable that the issue not be settled without the U,S.
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5 UTILIZATION OF STI

5.1 Overview

Institution and opera

1

ion of information system is quite naturally a

'prerequisite for obtaining information, but that does not automatically

mean that indeed the systenL will be used ana that information will be

utilized. The proverb "Build a better mousetrap and the world will beat

a path to your door" is not necessarily valid for information systems,

particularly not in pCs. This is Rften remarked in the literature, about

informaiion systems in LDCs. However, there is little solid data on the

extent of use of the information systems,that exist in LDCs, and on the

utilization bf STI that is provided and/or readily available. A few general

At

conclusions can be derived from various remarks in the literature [e.g. 4,9,11,12,15,]:

1. The use of informatioll systems in LDCs are not very high; they

are underutilized.

2. The utilization of STI is pot widespread even when-readily avail-

able;,a large proportion_cif potential users are nonusers.

Lack of use of STI systems and STI in general in LDCs has many a cause,

but among the major ones are therpeople toward which information is aimed

and that could benefit directly from such information. The tradition of

utilization of STI systems is not well developed'and the skills and know-

lectge of wiers in utilizing information itself are low. Thus the problems

are not only in the areas of availability and.accessibility of STI and in
a

Sjfi systems and networks, but the problems are.also in the users themselves.\

The luser problems' are perceived as existing in the areas of:0

1. User education

2.- User requirements

3. F-romotion and marketing and

4. Evaluation and feedback .



ip

particularly in UNCSt6reportsj.

In recognition of user problems many recommendations have been madeA and

_many sporadic efforts have been-attemptedlbt few actual sustained efforts
4-

have been recorded. It is perceived that this is an area in dire need of

attention. U.S. methods applied to user education,.promotion, marketing,.

study pf user needs and requirements, etc. have attracted attention, thus

being another area for further interaction with LDCs.
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5.2 Tser Education

Two levels of user education problems are recognized involVing users
am*

and potential users that have some exposure to academic education in an STI

subject:

1. During their formal schooling

2. During their professional practice, after the formal schooling

It.is recognized that tn many instances the formal academie Rrograms do

not, include emphasis on the use of information sources beyond textbooks, and

on the ,utilization of' information beyon4 rote learning. Thus the user

problems start from the outset with students' formal education; STI tn its

broader aspects is just not a significant part of their education and the

utilization of information for problem solving is not an educational objective.

Inclusion of STI in the educational proces would requixe a fundamental)

reorientation of many curricula and educati nal practices in great maRy

academic institutions. .This in'turn requires a faculty willing and knowledte-

able to do so; which in itself:fp-another problem.'

Considering that the U.S.4cademic institutions have an ever increasing

number of students 'from LDCs
1

a niimber of interesting suggestions have

been.made, e.g:

1. Providing LDC students in U.S. when appropriate, with supplemental

education on availability, acce-ssibility and utilization of STI
vs

andAtraining on operations of information systems

1
According to Chronicle of Hisher Education (Dec. 11, 1978) in 1978 there
are some 235,000 foreign students in the U.S., a good number from LDCs.
III mid 1940's there were about 26,000 foreign students). The count is
expected to be a million in ten years. Presently foreign students are 2%
of all post-secondarieducation in the U.S. the percent in graduate schools
is even_higher: 27% of all engineering doctorates are earned by foreign stu-
dents and-45% of all engineering degrees go to foreign students. A good
.percentage of institutions enrolling foreign'students report that they have
substantially altered their graduate programs because of the influx of persons
from abroad.
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2. Sensitizing.the U.S. faculty involved-with students from laDCs to

Ulla special 4nformation problems the students will be facing upon

return

3. Supporting curricular studies and changes that emphasize use,of

information within.studies for various STI subjects and prograns

attended by°students from LDCs.

Many efforts in user education have been promoted that were aimed

toutard already practicing professionals. These efforts included seminars,

short courses, presentptioils manuals etc.; considerab.ly more of such activities

are being urged. Suggestions were made for providing short training courses

op STI for engineers, scientists and_policy makersl these could be in

"packaged form" including audio visual techniques. A U.S. invOlvement in

such courses was also deemed desirahle, particularly in relation to explan-
.

ation of U.S. STI resources and on modes of their utilizhtion in the U.S.

Also interest was shown in transplanting and adapting U.S. user education

practices for'use in LDCs.

A further aspect hete relates to opportunities for direct exchanges and

meetings between scientists and engineers in LDCs and those in developed

countries. A much expanded number of contacts is urged, including attempts

to deliberately.establish or strengthen "Invisible fcolleges".



5.3 User Requirements

Two problem areas are Included here:

73

1. Methods for determina,tion of user needs in STI in general

2. Assistance to ,users in expressing and formulating their specific

inforMtiori requirements and .questions.

While the studies of user information needs have a long history inthe

U.S. gnd other developed countries such studies are not conducted as a

*rule in LEICs.. User needs'a*re surmized rather then studied. However, many

'calls were made for study of user needs, for definition of these necds in

terms of particular developmental goals and local conditions, for appli-
11%,

cation of more appropriate, methods in study of these needs and foriinven-

toriest of pottmtial users and their characteristics. It is not clear to

what extent are the methods fat-study of user needs as developed,in the U.S.

applicable to LOCs -- this is an area'for possible co6peration.

In a number of Instances it was pointed out that information users in

LDCs, particularly in small industries and enterpries have great difficulties

in expresSing their information requirements; some estimates even say

p to 95% of inquiries on industrial information are incorrectiy
r5a1.

formed or Elie wrong questions (the figures were not supported).A Help in .

formulation of 'correct inquiries is perteiveePhs a needed Itivity in,

provision of STI. The difficulty is becoming ever greater with the intro-

duction of computerized information retrieval systems, where the method of

question handling, question analyis and formulation of search strategies

is'essential to success. As in other user problei areas U.S. experiences

are looked upon as potential solutions.

4
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5.4 Promotion and Marketing

a.

74

The success of a number of efforts in marketing of informatiOn 'systems,

'Products and services in the U.S. did not escape the attention of irifdr-

istion scientists in LDCs. IA particular, the success.of products sych

as Citation Indexes and Current Contents, and tfie increase in use of

inumerous data bases and data base services is in no l#tle measure due to

judicial and compreherisive marketing. ,This ideludes market research, mass

mailing, conference reports and exhibits, direct.contacts, us.er education

seminars, demonstrations, mass production and destribution 6f promotional

and educational material, contInuous advertising campaigns, integ-ration of

training and marketing efforts, etc. Such planned efforts are perceived

as needed in LDCs, aslwell. It Is quite evident that often the fundamental'

1,deas about promotion of inform ion systems and services are,lacking,

although considerable disc sion about the need for recognition of their

value is present. The connection between the two is not mAde.

(och"
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Evalpation

- A number of recommendations'have Ot.1 made.Yor a need to evaluate the

. various national andeinternational STI systems that. have been implemented,

.the various STI activities and promoti s of un and otl*r international

agencfess, and the effects af.aSSistance to the LDCs in relatian to STI.

.of

Many evaluative opinions have been voiced and many evaluative observations

have been recorded ip trip reportS. However, very few actual evaluative

.studies have' been 'conducted. A few rare examples include studies commissianed

bY UNESCO:on assessing the benefits and promise of AgkIS

add on the evaluation of CDS/ISIS and CAN/SDI.pilot projects

in three countries C141. .

Because of scarsity of factual studies it seems that the effects of

.evaluailion efforts (which were Jargel) opinion gathering) were,rathet-
.

marginal, even though the need for evaluation ik widely recognized. Calls

are made for new approache's to STI prolect planning'and execution that will

involve evaluation 'as a mandatary and integral part. The U.S. involvement
A

in STI efforts far LDCs was never evaluated in any colprdhensiVe sense.

Even good historical acconts do .not exist, beyond,some histOries of U.S.

assistance in libraries and llbrarianéhiyi tO developing-countries (e.g. 31

.

Evaltiatton and assessment is ciearly an area which is inviting a greater

U.S. involveient.

v
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EDUCATION AND TRAINING: ANOTHER ASPECT OF INFRASTRUCTURE

6.1 General Concerns
g.

The number of discusSions:on fhe needs for well educated and trained

!information professiónals for STI services in IDCs.hairincreased considerably

within
A
this decade. Conoern for education/training in information science,

librarianship and computing in 1DCs is reflected in a great number-of

recommendations In country reports, international conferences, and articles
(e,g. 5, 11, 16, 19, 22, 24, 29, 39, 55, 561 .

-in the literature in generalA Furthermore, various reports (particularly

emanating from UNES10 conferences) have emphasized the dangers of involving

LDCs in the new s'ophiSicated-information systems and technologies where

there is an absence of ekilled professionals to operate these systems.

Examples of concerns can be 1,11ustrated with a few quotes:
110

From artiele "Prpblems Involved in Setting' urand Operating InfoPmation

Networks" 4161:

."The problems whichcause the grpatest trouble in setting up
and operating information networks Are of a human order. . .

On the one hand, although Chere are at present in the developing
countries high-levtl specialists in practically all the areas
with which we are concerned (librarians, documentalists, syst6ms
engineers, programmers, communication and telecommunications
specialists), there are generall); too few of them.' Efforts to
'provide the accelerated training may turn out to be in vain,
unless the young specialist is offered a ntimber of economic and
professional incentives which encouiage him to continue his-

- career within the network instead of being tempted by openings
in other.sectors.

On the other hand, it is fairly commbn to meet.professionAl
peopte 1:lho, having acqufred a Little experience in a given
areaN overestimate their oOn abilities and tend.io think that
theirs-is the only "workable solution."

From a'"SeMinar.on Industrial Ififormation in Latin America" [21]:

"The educatiou/tralning for IndustrIal information professiOnal
developmedt In Latin .America stands out as the primary area in
which inarmation farastruct6re development should take place.
. . .Much more iS included under_this Heading than just acadeMic
education oriOnted.toward a degree in librarvor information-

,

,science."

gel
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1.1

6.2 Activitieta of InternatiOnal Orgagliations

UNESCO and other UN agencies have been deeply involved, primarily

because.pf insistent requests by LDCs, in many edycation/training activities,

including courses, workshops, establishment of-schoolS and programs, pro-
.

vision of feachers and conabltants,Arafting of guidelines etc. The depth

of concern in this area is further underscored by the fact-that one.of.the

four major 'objectives of UNESCO's General Information Program within the

UNESCO medium range plan (1977-82) pertains to training and ediic en of

professionals and users of information, more particularly (55

... to hell LDCs build up facillties for systemat c, formal

training of needed information manpower
A

... and in the meantime to proVide support for international

training of managers and Avanced specialists for national

information systems, and of teachers to staff national

training programs

UNIDO, UNITAR, WHO, FAO and a host of other agencies were dlso involved

in similar activities, so were regional organizations such a§ Organization

of American States and nongovernmental organization such as International

Federation for Documentation (FTD).
-

All this.is.mentioned here, because most of these edtLationalitiaining

activities were initiated on suggestions and dem"ands from LDCs and show

their perception that education of professionals for STI activities is

inseparable from provision of STI and building pf STI systems. 'Nevertheless,
A

one Of the moist often voiced criticisms of iniliation. of SIT activities in

Ws, be that on the planning.or implementation level is that too often

inadequate attention was paid . 'to education/trainipg of appropriate pro-
.

fessionals.
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6:3 University Education !

,J0

For a long tithe there was a -debate in LDCs (as in developed countries)

as to wIrther the necesqary education for STI activities should.be achieved

through formal university-level channels or just through short training

courses offering technical details to 'specialists' (people who already

have some level of education In a subject). The debate also invob400 the

issue of the level of education: graduate, undergraduate, or lesd,e.g.

cextificates for courses from a few months to two years. In tany LDCs, at

the first and.second level of development, the question was also raised if

-any higher level of education for any information activities is at all

appropriate to their needs; the notion of "barefoot librarians nnd/or

information officers". wae,advanced as being an appropriate response. *As

.these questiOns were pot settled either in the developed countries or Dh

LDCs we have, as a result, around the world educational settings for STI

actliities in every shape, form and length. This can be clearly seen from

the "World Guide to Library Schools and Training Courses in Documentation

[26] whiI1 lists some 203 schools or p4ograms from 59 countries;

of which 89 schools/programs are in 31 LDCs
1
(no European countwy was

coUnted here as LDC). The Guide (published in 1972) is now out of date;

since then a considerable number of schools and courses in librarianship'

and information science ;were added in LDCs; but still this gives an idea of

spread.
f

The trend in STI education in LDCs is definitely toward university

level education.* Most etforts are within the subject of 1ibraria4ship and

lArgentina, Brazil, Chile, Columbia, CO-sta Rica, Cuba, Egypt, Et iopia,
Ghana, India, Iran, Iraq, Jamaica, Jordan, Korea(s), Mexieo, Nig ria,

AFakistan, Paraguay, Peru,.Phillipines, Saudi Arabia,.,Senegal, Thailand,
Tuhisia, Turkey, Uganda,Nroguay, Venezuela, Zambia..

4
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inforMation science, very few in comIluter science or other subjects. Thus
.`"

most of this education is centered in library schools and in some instances

in independent infotmation science schools or departments ever, there

is an increase in information s.cience courses and programs, within or with-

out library 4chools, that are most directly related to STI activities.

For insta7ce [7.4 : In Latin America and Caribbean there are at

pnesent 66 schools in.librarianship and information science; about half* a

dozen of these ate also on the graduate (masters) level -- all of the

4

graduate Programs were inStituted within the last few years; there is a

marked tOad oward inclusion in the curricula of information science courses

(including comuter related courses) and toward more graduate (masters)

eduCat ion.

The pgObless listed most often.in relation to univerkity level education

4

in library and inf6rmation scienee,are:

4a4

44.

1. Lack of qualified fatuity; this is, universal situation listed.:

most often as in need of great attention and assistance. Int-
.

port of te'MPorary faculty has great limitations, thus require-

molts are made foeteachini of indigenous teachers.

2. Determination of relevant curriculum and subjectsto be taught.

CriticismIs are leveled that in som&countries educational pro-

,

grains in,library and information science as instituted. have

di
:little elationships to STI national plans or systems or inter-

national interconnections made in STI services. Often mentioned

is the issue in teaching pf computer aspects and advanced STI

methods and their reievance/irrelevance to domestic Situations.

3. Orientation qf programs to satisfy a whole range of needs for

professionals for different sitUat'ions that'aie encountered;

included as most problematic are orientatioRs toward information-
'



managers.

4. Career development and krofessional status of graduates of these

- programs is o(ten problematic (e.g.' their civil service classifi-

cation is in many countries,lower than for other professfonals).

This does not work well for attracting students with higher

qualirications and stronger subject backgrounds.

5. Lack of adequate instructional resources and facilities seriousty

hampers education. This includes lack of textbooks in the

lAguage of students, lock of laboratorie;S, inadequate lib,rary
41

and course materials, problematic actess to .tomputers in computer

or automation ,courses etc.

A large number of students in information science from LDCs are being

educated in developed countries, including in the U.S. A number of U.S.

library and information science schools.have specific programs or orien-

tations for students from LDCs, bui others do not even though they accept

many LDC students. An often heard criticism from LDCs is that students

educated abroad hare been 'ovveducat9d' or educated wIthout socially

relevant competencies that are specific to the environment of the coUntty;

furthermore people.educated,iri different countries come back with different
rd. 3 j

4 .

philosophies and technipaes, making them hard to work togetherA Two sug-
* ,

gestIons are often made toward the U.S.: (thinciease the opportunities for

education in subjects related to STI for studenfs from 1,DCs and particularly

, for future faculty so.that similar schools in LDCs can hecome selfsufficient

and (ii)gincrease the orientation of programs attended .by LDenitudents

toward!problipms and sollutions as relevant to LDCs._ .

f

1

There were faw examples of U.S. schools establishing direct and long.

,term cclaperation with similar schools in LDCs in teaCtling,tirriculum and

fac4lty development, course materials development eta. A nu'iiber of favorable

I . 1:1



results of such cooperation prompted suggestion that more direct cooperation

between s-chools is hiihly desirable. -.However, the resources for such

cooperation are very sporadic, which in ef ct kills such efforts.

This area also encompAsses many recommendations for a greater and

easier direct direct exchanges betweem ST1 professionals from LDCs and

developed countries e.g. through meetings, conferences, trainings trips

etc. that are aimed at transfer of infórmation.

a.

4.

-
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6.4 Training and Continuing Education

Need for practical training of STI personnel is aQ often mentioned

problem. A closely related problem is a need to provide already practicing
.r+144 oFt1/41414,....3-ies

professionals,to update their knowledge and skills. This is particularly'.

'acute in light of rapid changes in information technologies and in STI

systems based in these technologies. It was noted, in particular, that

A
many international efforts.have been launched without'adeqdate training .

provisions, whicli doomed them from the outset.

No adequate solution to these problems have been found, destite a

number of training courses dffered worldwide by various national and inter-

national organizations. They were just not enough and often not too good

eithoc7. 'the samt type of problems are listedsas above for university

education: lectures, content, orientation, professional, status, resources,
. .

facilities. One problerit is also that the form education programs in,

ilkuniver#ities paid little or no attention to con nuing education, despite

needs for aontinuini education their involvement is minimal.
7

The.U.S. did not participate to any great extent in an organized way

in continuing education programs in LDCs.. However, many lecturers and

some institutions from the M.S. gave courses or participated otherwise in

continuing education on their own. 'This is another area where an-organized

. U.S. effort may be consideiable impact. One suggestion often made is-to

;assist in preparingteducationallpackages' (including course and demonstration

materials, audio-visuals, particularly videotapes and films etc) that could

4 4

be used fot*coniknuing education.

v4
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7. CONCLUSIONS - SUMMARY
lk

7.1 AIMS .

The aim of this paper is to survey and analyze the literature emanating

from less developed countries (LOCs) and internatlonal agencies and dealing

with _their perception of the needs of LDCs for scientific ancltechnical

information (STI) in relation to social and economic development. The

literature surveyed comes from three differeptconstituencies: (i) scientists,

0

enginee.rs, technologists As users ofinformation, (ii) information specialists-.

as purveyors of information and (iii) officials, planners as policy makers

in allocation'of limited resources. Thus the perceptions surveyediome

from different vantage_points. Some of the perceptions are explicitly

stated, others are derived from activities in STI that were either undertaken

or are being promoted these cases the actions or proposals implicAtly

eeflect perceptions. All of the conclusions in this paper are based on state-_
ments in .the\ literature Iisted in the bibliography. However, a great problem

exists that the statements, conclusions and reCommendations founellin'the

4 literature were made, without support in hard evidencer Particular attentOn

4.

was made in t1-4si paper to the various UNSCTD re orts and recommendations.
. .

Out, of the 190 consolidatederecommendations fo itUNCSTD, 38 ot 20% pertain to

,

some-or other aspeces of ST1,



RECOGNITION OF STI: INTERNATIONAL AND NATIONAL

A. Recognition oi the needs ior-STI in developpentip general

A Considerable number of effors were Vxtended in this direction

particularly by UNESCO. Nevertheless, a number of problems and

obstacles were mentioned:

1. Still a low level of recognition; particularly by officials

and decision makers 0 higher rank

Percentage of R&D budgets allocated for STI activities much

lower than in developed countries; often only lip service

paid to STI

3. Very few factA and solid studies in extence on the relation between

STI and development; no standardizationNestablished-on even what

facts to collect,

4. Existing studies of questionable value because a questionable

methodslapplied

ft
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B. Involment of UN and other international apncies in promotion of STI

a&tivtties. TheteinVolvement is widely spread and very well received:'

Considerable achievements have been iicknOwledged. Many calls are 'made for

further and greater involvement.

Problems/Obstacles:

1. So Thany international agencies got involved with STI that in

itself thia presents a,problem;.: Lack .of.coordination and', ot icri inAiion and
1-

cooperation between agencies

2. Too many reconimendations are made; some contradictory. Individual

aiencies and missions pursue their pprticular interests to the

exclusion of general goals of a country. Confusion is created in
-a!

setting national priorities

3. Too-little follow-up on recommendations. Recommendations are

difficult to evaluate

4. Focal points for international STI activities as selected in some

countries are inappropriate. Tiwy-hae little or no connection

with STI.activitieg- in a Practical sense

5. Activities are not aimed ioward discrimination from the large

quantity of STI Materials available; problems of "information

explosion" are attacked but not of "information pollution"

6. Some voiced that international activities as instituted tend to

_reinforce,rather then transform the dependency relation between

developed countries and LDCs; they do not promote developing -,

developing links

C. International Information Systems -Al. 41, -

-

Application of the "territorial formula" in Operations of international

systems such as INIS, AGRIS.is very popular and deemed appropriate. Calls

are made for many more such systems. Their Value is re gnized not only in
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relation to Anformation provided,. but alsb as a stimulus for development

of natiohal and regional systems, as an excellent provider for training

and as a vehicle far reduction of deiSendency oft STI products/services con-
IMP

trolled by any one developed country.

Problems/Obstacles:

1. Considerably more voyosals and plans were made thAn actual systebs

instituted h , 0

2. Those systems that are instituted are still not spread widely in'
..1

LDCs. The systems and their products are not widely promoted.

They are new and thus infamilfar

3.-Standardization and harmonization between varidus internatidnal

AirsysteMs and dational systems is low 1,

Differences dn input formats, software, and other aspects prevent

participation of many countries. 'It is particularly noted that

because of this the U.S. 'National Library of Agriculture is

inputing only 20% of what it is processing,to AGMS, thus depriving

AGRIS,of a. major source of agricultural information

5. Quality of operation& vary between countries. Internal. quality

NIP

and appropriatness of indexing and vocabulary controls is question-'

..able

6. Transfer of software froth one country.or system to.another is

most difficult

7. Lack of qualifis0 personnel

Untertain commitment of resources for these systems makes f'or un-

certainty in further develbpment to a full potential and even for

a likelihood of suspension of operations. This is viewed as

possibly significantly impeding the LDCs' access to informAtion

of practical nature which could be of immediate utility to them
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(particularly in relation to AGRIS)

'9; Lack of credibilitY,,partitufarly.in developed countries: Th4

view these systems differently than LDCs. (E.g.-developed countries.
%

see that they already have these services; the systems have.too

;

much material of low scientific value4 emphasis is on topics not. .

of direct interest; little to gain in participation;-participatiCn.

is a form of foreign aid, rher then.of STt value)

NatiAal STI Systems

Some 28 LDCs instituted a national STI system in some form or another..

Their strength is, not only in their products/servites provided but also,in

_contributing. in development of ,Information professionals:

Problems/Obstacles:

'

.1. Difficulties in defining the scope of their coirerage,'betause

aaa

science and'technology covers suclia broad range of activities

0

and enbjects.

2. Difficulties in.finding their place and most'effective role in
-f

the Scheme.of national developinent'

. .

3. Marginal resources With negative risults on operations

.\
'4.. Often a questionat;le rejation betdeen.products/services provided -

and the actual information preeds:

'A 'number of countries-have i tuted an information system deVoted to
4

given scientific or tethnical subject. The. bigAifference.between ',Des

, .

and developettcogntries As that the§ lat'ei have fewer national STI systems

and more stAbject systems, ,The subject sys in LDCs are so far.limitd-

4001.1st a few subjects: heplth,,agriculture, energy and environment. The
#

problems are similar as above, although they have cpnsiderably less,problems
*

with definition.

s
2

4
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E. Industrial Information Systens

Many LDCs instituted systems .that are generally oriented toward problems

of industrial information. There were also aystems that are oriented toward

one industrkal sector.

Problems/Obstacles:
(\.

1. They are attempting broad industrial coverage
k .41

\

only a select number of largey industries

but end up supporting

2. Low effectiveness in.problems of technology transfer and.,in

recognition/creation of appropriate technofogv

-.
3. Plioviding too much bibliographic.idformatron'and-referrals.v .

,,

t . .

direCt and simple,anawerdi low peVer of synthesizing information'
. ... .

4. Low poW.er in assessing the accuracy and value'of information

1

oit
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EN., National Plans and Policies

These are perce,ived as a very necessary elemeqt. Recommendations to

inStitute'national plans and policies for STI are constantly made at every

international forum.

Problems/OBstacles:

1. Despite numerous recommendations v few eountries made an effort'

to actually draft plans apd policies specifically for STE. In

many cases,these are incorpoated in broader national plans.

2. It is not clear why the area of STI warrants plans-and policies
E

separate from general policies. Should every area of national
#

life hAve a separate plan and policy?

3. In the few eases where separate STI policies were adapted, there

was no evidence of their enforcement and thus of effects.'

4. .The process of drafting separate STI Policies is cumbersome; in

part this is becaure of the,confusion between subjects of policies

(i) for sCience anll technology, (ii) for STI..and (iii) generill

information polkies.

-t
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! AVAILABILITY OF STI,

A. C te orization of STI

4way perceptions,exists on the division of STI that is needed into

certatn categorieg. Tile rapge of what/is meant by STl'is very wide. :Among

Ve more frequently mentioned are:

..,

In terms of necessary knowledge: 0 ,

,. i d cOr Ilkett i CIA -. .
know - why,. (more scientific, readily a.vallable)

know how,. (more cechnical, harder to get)
i...ttila7V1441.k t 4914'. .

o =' show - how.0 (operational, hardest to get and traesfer.

As to STI resources:

-

- formal resources (open literature)

informal resources (conferences, contacts)

special and negotiable resources .,(patents, licenses)

t
As to information for different types of .1:p_n!_lq)

scientists, engineefing

h-.

- business malters, industrialist 4 4

admi,nistrators, policy makers.

exteation workers

semi-educated'persoh

- illiterates

Probl ng/Obstacles

1. Wide differenc in erceptions of what constitutes STI.

2. Wide-range of S requirements,in terms of_levels of users

3, For.some ca goriea the type and levaa of 4T.I is not readily,1

-avallab

4. For' me categories (stirb as.apecial 'and negotiable informatfon

ents, licenses; operating manuals, commercial and economic

nformation etc.) tn many cales.it is'perceived that developed
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,
$

countries poSe exploitative restrictions...
s

I-

B. Scientific Information
1

.

The e Is. relatively little demand for and discussion of strictly

'scientific information. But there 'are some strongly held views and 130.-
..

eeptions of'the particular type of/Science and thus scientific intormation)

of bènefit to 1.DCs.

a

Perceptions and reTated,obstacles:

1. In some countries (as India) where science (played a role in.

develppment of some areas, there are calls for a fundamental

'rearrangement of scientific priorities and applications, I.e.

toward the needs of majority of populace in curing soci_al

defi,:iencies (Malnutrition, housing, 'public health, trfinsportationit

etc); in. thfs'reSpect nee* for different subjects of.scien-
,

tific information are perceived and on a different level of popu7
9

-lation (e.g. mass of Reople, rural population). There is a
.$

,scarity of such infoi-mation, or it even does not exist In the

desifabre form.
,

2. In sOme instances_it is.perceived tbat.much of scientific i,nfor-'

matipn from developed countries is superfluous; research in rela-

tion4to needs of NOCs is not carried out to any extend in developed

countries (e.g. initropical diseases).
f

. Scientific research (and thus Oformation) is viewed in. some

instances as not affordable by LbCs;.., it should be carried out in*

most eases by developed countries anyhow.(e.g, in pollution,

becauSe they cailsed it).

C: 'TechnolggiCal and Industrial Infofmation

This is the major area of concern by all LDCs. However,.marked differences

exist in perception,of what type of information Is needed accordi4 to the
114
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level.Of 4pvelopment:- the pprceptions are markedly different than those in

the U.S. What is meant by tAin'Plogical and industrial infdIrmation in the

U.S. is much.`narrower than what is meant` in LDCs.

Perceptions acccoding to level of development:

1. In countries oft firdt (preindustrial) and second (begining

j.ndustrializati6n) level of development irtformation needs are
j

perceived in niuch more basic terms; in prt'icula:r the A 'eds for

(i) technological.information, (ii) technical training and (iii)

general education'are treated as inseparable,(these are dealt as

sepaiate problems in the U.S.).

2. In African countries the stress is on aveas.of agriculture, public

health and engineering; requirements are also for assistance in,

analysis of information needs fpr specific requirements and'ob-
,

jectives of development.

3. In Asian countries,the stress is on industrial planning, techno- ,.Ne

logical choices, technology transfer, and-lndustrial operations.

4. In_Latin Argerican countries the stress is also on technical and

"N.

economie;information that strengthen's positions in bargaining

and particularly in negotiating for licenses and pat,ents. \
5. In genei.al in countries at the third (relatively advanced Indus-

4

triali2iation) level of development th'e concern is with infqrmation

for: creation and extention -of technical know- w; development

* 44f

fe.

of neW industries/products and diveri.seffichtion; increase in

effidiency of productiont imerease in Industrial employment.,

Assistance to_small industry is considered in ITIcountries as a

particularly neglected'area. It is' noted that there is no

*-connectitwith

developed counti

industTies.in'the U.S': and that sffialler

.gq Denmark' may be more sui4able for help

auk



with smaller industriA.
4-.

One of tile notions receiving considerable attention in LDCs is

appropriate technology.- It is perceived that ihe cure for many develop-

/ mental failures (e.g. import of "turn-key" factories that become sick or

Mb

ar

.

inoperable industries; or ofrhigh capital intensive and low labor intensive

technologies) is. dekrelopment and application of appropriate tethnologies.

Closely associated and everi inseparable with it is the notion of appropriate

information. Discussions of appropriate technology (and With tvf appro-
*

priate information) is to be expected to be a major theme of international

discussions. In a way the notion of appropriate technology is also a

refutation of some models of development stressing development of heavy

.

industries, and quantum jumps and accelkance.of more moderate models but

which. will affect a 'much braoder populace.'

However, one of the major problems is that .the notion mLans differeht

things to different people, countries and conlexts. The range of meanings

include:

1. "Museum technology" - i.e.ttechnology that was used in developed

countries when they were at similar level of development as

As

PCs; suggestions are made for searching, of mnseums and synthesis

of fundings.

2. Technologr-that is labor-intensive, Small-scale designed to meet

the basic needs and raise productivity of the poorest people and

that uses lowl resources.

3. On the other extreme is the view that this is the technology a

country would chose given a's wills range lof choices.as possible;

in this case the task of proftlting appropriate technology is tbat

of widening the available,spectrum of technologies of all sorts.

1 0
.1
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4. In terms of resourcesZ:technology that is ptenaive in use of

abundant factor, labor, economical in use of scarce factors,

capital and highly trained personnel and intensive in use of
0

domestically produced inputs.

5. In terms of.scale: it is technology that is small scale but
4

efficient, readily replicable, operated maintained and repaired,

lbw cost and accessible to,people and enterprises'with low income..

6. In terms of compatibility it is technology cOiPatible with local

cultural and social environment.

The problems/obstacles in obtaining the related appropriate information

are considerable beCause it is simply not readily available; it is percei ed.

that there is a need for:

1. Generation-(creation) of relevant infc:rmation materia s which

are not fully available

2. Rbpackaaing of information from many scfurces

3. Screening and evaluating information, providing assessment of

technological information

4. Imporankiof informationr.successful applications ttechnology

from dther LDCs

5. Emphasizing develbping-- developink information links

In general, it is percelved that appropriate technology and information will

require entirelAnew information systems and communicalion links, bu, t the

proposals in that respeA are still raAer nebanus. One th.ing Is clear, a

much higher amount, of'resources will be needed for such systems.

In a number of cases it ,is perceived that:

-

1. Developed countries Are not willing to provide appropriate

technology and information becausekit is .in their interest
,

t...o continue to provide expensive large.scalp technologies and

1,



finished products. a

2. Appropriate'technology will.reduce technological dependency.*

3. Inadequate action on appropriate technology prolongs exploitatlaNan

0
,of 1,DCs; such technology is necessary for a new economic Order.

4. In an,Opposition yiew to appropriate technology it js sOrelthat
,

such technology is also an attempt to sell LDCs infer chno-

logy, ()Tie .that will keep them.,permanently ultolprdevelo

D. Policy and Decision Making_ Information
1

This is an area most recently added to the 'perception of needed STI.

The range of information requirements in this area is very wide because it

is meant for use by a wide audivIce in ma(ing decisions,,incauding:

1. Covernment 6fflcials, poiitfcians, planneA I.

2. Managers in banks,;busiaess and industry

3. Industrial designers-
at

4. Plant engineers, operational personnel

4.
The type of information Leded for decisions includes:

.

1. Bdhiness and management information; financial Ad commercial data;

name's, addresses, volumes reliability of firms in given sectors;

10

productivity, inventories, resource distribution etc.

2. Marketing_information: markets, products, forecasts, costs and

pricing.

.

3. Negotiable information: licenses", 'patents, coftsultancy aspess-
.

ments.

.4. Design information: ,standards, specifications, blueprints,

trial catialoga; regulations.
. 4

Operational information; maTntenance and repair manuals; replace-5..

ments; Process spfcifications'and guides.

6. Laws and.regulations: international and in various,nations.
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Often mentioned desires are to proyidei

1. Analysis 'of such information, partictilarly with mssessment of

value:

2. Reviews of vario4s topics; extraction and synthesis from many

ROU or.few accessible files.
eta

'3. Assessment of future impacts of alternate decisions.

-4\

'10

Information,that will increase negotiating cqabilities; similar

eiperiences from other LDCs.
1

- It is also realized that sucnformatio4 is *not readily available and
Kt,

that new systems will be needed. There are views that developisaocountries

are not amicable. tca provision of sudi information, \that too.many restriction's,

*

-

are Ivposed, porticularly ronlproprietary information. It is perceived that

such proprietary infOrmation in particular and 4cision-making.iilformation

in general is of great vane to LDCs and for this reasoil it is highly

desirable, but also highly uhdytainable. Because of this; considerable

hostility is evident 1m discussion of deciSionTmaking information.

E. Selection of STI Literature by Information Systems:
.

Problems/Obstacles:

1. STI literaturejs growing at a much highar rate than the resources''

of Information systems, leaving less and less money for selection

of more and more literature.

2. STI litevature from LDCs is also growing at a high rate, making

for mote dispersion and harder selection.

3. Critekia for selection of the type of desired information are

onot well stated,.if they are stated at all.

Resource sharing efforts for cooperative selectioh bevween infor-

mation systems in LDCs lre generally ineffective.
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./
5. Problem 46# translation is growing rather.than receeding.

6. Much literature that is desired, &mks not exist in a-form or at

a levelappiopriate for given users, thus creation of such

literature is necessary.

7. The problem of selecting qualitative i.tems in the literature from
,

all that quantity'l; becoMing more aciite.

,

8. There is a lack ofpo1s hich to do selection.

F. Acqtlis,ition of Literature tdoc,uments) by Information System:

-.ProblemslObstacleS:

1. Currency restrictions in many LOCs; lOw priority for fonti% ex-:-

change funds:for STI material.
e.

2. Inadequate postal and.telecommunication services; very,slow .

4

oversees deltveries; high rate of lost materials in transit.

3. Inadequate attention of publighers in developed countries to

special problems in LDCs.

44 4. popyrikht restrictionfte
5. Lacy of tocopying services for and-in LDCs.

efr'

6. l.04441,1gree of success of plans for exchange or free provisiein of

books, reports, journalp etc.

7. .Inteusified problems in getting hard copy of documents for which

citations were retrieved from data base or indexes. %..

8. Lack of adequate librau collectrons to fall back for delivery

of documents from data base searches.

G. Awareness of STI 'resources in the U.S. and Economic Considerations

It is genersally perceived in LDCs that many.other developed countries

are suppliers of technology, but that the 14-.S. is'the vii_r_r_supRlifl of STI

because of its large information resources and services.

I 05
e

i.
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Problems/Obstacles: NIS.

.41)

1. Despite the above general perception, there is a low awareness .in

LDCs about specific information resources in the U.S. .(existence,

names, addresses,,contents, area of usefullness, services provided,

mode of access, etc:).

2. A number of directories that were published did not perceptively

alleviate this situation.

3: IL awareness is especially low of sources that do not cover

traditional STI areas and literatdre (e.g. numerical datablses,

statistics, business information, patents etc.) which in turn is

perceived as highly desirable in LDCs.

4. Marketing of U.S. information sources and services in LDCs by U.S.

firms and agncies, is low.

5. Interest of U.S. public and private organizations dealing with

data bases in establishing modes in and links with LDCs is

.nanimal. The example 'of,DITIS is,mot followed.

6m. Kconomics of information industry, in Ihe U.S., particularly the

private sector, arq n4 understood in LDCs. This causes many false .

impressions and changes of exploitation dr deliberate creation

cl barriers to STI.

7. dosts and cost/benefits of information systems and services are,

generally not dtudied, debated or,understood, When'the,costs are

revealed they are perceived as very high.

or.

ses
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74/ A 'ACCESSIBILITY OF STI

A. Inteliectual Organization of STI

U.S. schemes and procedures have a world Fide impact;. many LDCS are

adapting or even indiscriminately usingthem. International standards

are perceived very desirable, particularly because of interconnection.

Problems/Obstacles:

1. Deriving specific schelies and procedures refl4eting specific

4

environments and requirements in given 1DCs.

2. Adapting schemes from abroad; translating available schemes.

3. Obtaining or constructing tools' for vocabulary conernks,.
0--

thesauri, in particular, for specific subjects; adapting
4/

multilingual thesauri.

4., Specifying indexing, catAleging and similar procedures; quaJtity,

5.

control of these procegses once specified.

1 a,low dagree of standardization.

6. Low number of toolg necessary for resource sharipig and cooperation

(e.g. union 1ist1); great intellectual and technical difficulties

in creating them..

7. Low understanding and interest in the U.S. about these issues,

particularly in view that U.S: schemes, tools and pro6.edures.are

-

Widely used.

B. Housing of STI

Problems/Obstacles-
I,

4v

1. Inadequate physlcal facilities from buildings (libraries, infor-:

mation centers) to'computers.

(
2. Biased size distribution; in many countries there are few larger

STI facilities and no shaller cines, particularly-in smaller

enterprises, schools etc:
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4.
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3. Biased geographical distribution: STI facilities tend to be is

a few larger national Centers, often fav away from potential

.

usilrs; distance serves as a very effective barrier to us6..

4. Few attemis to combine centralized facilities with decentralized
4, 4 .

0
.. .

services or branches.

C. Dissemination of STI

Problems/Obstacles: *re

1. In many I.DCs limited rapria of dissemination. services.offered by

libraries and informattn lentergi tend to stick with traditional

*
services (e.g. circulation) and products.o(e.g, bibliographies).

.
.

2. Information centers are more product than service oriented; STI

search qPientatic ka oftep lacking.

3. Relative absence of modern lervices (e.g: SDI, retrospece.

searchillg, photocogyAng, assistance in questionjormulation and

analysis, et .)

ft

4. STI searching is-hampered bm. the lack of indexes and als-liacls;

low degree oi skills uy librarians and information scientists

in using such sourws ;There qixi4,1.ng.
4

D.,41App1.istion of Information Technolny le

: Examgles of'usage of computers'and.other information technologies in

,

-developed countries had a great Apact on the aspirations Of librarians,
-

information scientists and of-ficials In LDCT; this impact Is so 'great'thaf

often the expectations are dangerously high and daivt, becadse it is not

realized what is entailed and how complex the applications- of informatidn

techngies are. .
However, many -compliter applications forsome 9r otheF

aspect of *I activitiesware recorded in Uts. In many LDCs-a nucleus of

r
computer experienced inEormation specialists exists. Next to appropriate

lOg

A.
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technology and information, further applications of informafion' technology
.. , .

. ,. ,

-

and:related networkif for STI is6. major-topic of perceived.needs.
.

.

-. ..

Problemg/Obstacles: . ,..
.

.
1

-,

, 1. Lack of access'to computers by STI facilities; coneequently.still
,

4, . ...
,

koW-degree.of exPeriAtte:.
# .

2. ,Lack of adequattaLsOftware;.low in-house or in-couritry-capacity

.

.. to adapt or produce needed 'software; too few atte4ts to'transfer
, .

.

software beyond mere provision,. Whe7 and.where attempted,

-4 ,
.

.
, . .

method's used tor tO.nsfer did not prodUce high succ, esses. Imability%

.. .

.

.

.
v.'.

' to eyalOatA ready-made software.
. i

. 3.. Lack of.traThed mianpower -- usually lis'[..edt as ehointimbef one:
.

obstacle in,applications of information technology.

a

4: For information xebrieval applications: lack of files'(data basbp)

on which to perfcMth them; no (or very small) Production of loba1

or regional data bases which are deemed as highly desirable.

5. Great diffIcultfe6 in acquiring and adapting for ddmestic use

data base that are commercially, available from U.S. and other

developed countries. Often it' is perceived that undue barriers

are put up for doing do.. Little interest by data base producers

in U.S. toward utilization of data bases in.LtoCs.

'

Same mistakes committed in applicationg of informatiUn technologies

as were in U.S. and other developed,countries; littlejearning'

froth otherg.mistakes.

In a number of instances it is perceiVed that a ntimber of trading

1;hrriers,exist for all kinds,of aspects related to information ,technology,

.cpbftwake, hardware, network interconnection, data base purchase,Aata

base access etc.). This is a most.sensitive issue and thelt . is often

.painted as the villian because it has .the most developed information tech-

1 0 9



nology, networks mod information industry. Often these criticisms are

.

-

coached a strong'iaeoiogical framework. .The cnIticism aAo involves,

trafignatiOnal companies.

E, Information Networks
11 It

4

-tis mentioned, ingrmation networks (national, regional.and -international)

primarily based-on information technology.are perteihd as a major necessity
, .

e
and solution to groblemS of tapping the wprId 9TI resources: It is a

e
a major point of.impatience,
4

'particularly because.many demonstrations of on-lind data base services

kuteLite.;k

were.made in LDCs and they %stated the appetites.

a

Preblems/Obstacles":

-1.. Lack of:adequate national and international telecommunication

facilities and networks on which to base STI networks.

2. For national networks within LDCs: a chronic lack of willingness

to cooperate aMong librarians and infotmation scientistWterri-

torial' fears and lack of explanations and Ous understandfng of

t.ltwork activities and benefits; low motivation for realization

of netWorks.
444

3. ,Difficulties in arranging Tor 'access' of U.S. on-line data base

,serifices (such as 130C, Lockheed etc.), low degree of-Interest

on the part of these services toward LIDCs.

4. AdMinistrative demands and rules put up by U.S. government on-line

services (such as NLM)--- these are often deemed as unrealistic

and'prohibitive; low assistance in establishing links with such

U.S. services.

5. Difficulties In setting up SDI networks fo.f batch processing of

requests (as opposed to on-line searching).

, P
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6. Lack of clarikication on thA connection between domestic SDI
..

. .

lipservices and international od-line data f3ase services.
. - ,

.

7.. Con'fusion between the issues rlated totinformatids ana, STI ..

. ,

services; inforltics involving all sorts;of computation add

data transmissions.

8. Legal and regulatory issues id international STI networks;

...pnivacy of personnal and gocietai nature; seturity; intel ectual

property rights.

. 4%.
.9. Interconnectton and technical difficulties; stanciardization.i--

.

10. Ecoliomic constraints; high costs for realization of networks.'

Often the prices fov access of, STI networs are con4dered As

being set-up too high atid-prohibitive f9r LDCs.; thfs is resented
1

1 and a cause for hostility.

In general, U.S. partiapated little up until now in the growing de-
.

,

bate on international STI networks, while there are many, many accounts By

LOG authors of such networks in the U.S.. Numerous requests were. made that

the U.S. : and other .developed countries,provide access to STI networks at

reduced prices and some requests were made that such access be free.



7.5

A:. Use of s stems. .

Problems/s bsfacles:

UTILIZATION OF STI

1. General underutilization of STI systems and resodfces where they

*NV

exist.;, u of such sytems Is siMply'not 11;igh 'at all.

thilizatio of STI, not widesgread even when readily available;
%.

OP

'large propor ion of pdtehtial users are non-usets.

3. Tradition af u'isg,STI systems are not well developed.

B. User Education

Prablems/ObstacleS:

1. Low skills'and knowl e of users in uiilizing informition itself; c

5he
Problem thus is noi., only in availability and acces.sibility

\
,

of STI and. in STI.systemand networks but in users tHentelves.

2. Formal academic programs d not condition potential dgers tpward
. ,rote.

use oif information; emphasison textbooks and rate-of teaming; .

broader aspects of STI PS not a significant part of education;

faculty and currAci4a.simAly. not oriented'toward STI.
,

3. Sporadic efforts (seminars, courses etc.) in user education (those

working already as professionals) by STI systems.

4. Institutionkeurriculum and materials for short user training

courss; making users willing to atteld such courses.

The U.S. hasansiderable number of students from LDCs; in particular

graduate schools in many universities-are teeTing with LDC students.

Suggestions were made: (i) to supplement the education of LDC sEudents

in STI disciplines with sPecial education in availability., accessibility and

utilizatipn of STI and with training on operations cif STI systems, (ii) po

have the U.S. faculty become more involved.with LDC stuaents and more sensitive

112
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about STI.problems in LDCsv (iii).to-support curricular Ichanges that-

_ .

emphasize use of information withil.various STI programs attended4py LDC

students.
,

C. User requirements

Problems/Obstacles: 6.
%IF

..1. Relarive absence of studieS of user information needs. lack Of

)

methodologies and ready made prRcedures appropriate for such

studies.

4

2. Difficuleles by users Ingformulating and expressing their infor-
r.

mation requirements and que4tions; these are increasing with

introduction.of computerized STI,systems.

3. Low degree.of assistahce by STI systems tO users in formulation

of their'requirementS and-questions.

D. Promotion and Marketing 0

Problems/Obstacles:

1. Law degtee of recognitton ot the netd for promotion and marketing

/ ..

of STI products and services..

.

2. 'Lack of promotiov and parketing'Alorts, techniques and metls;
V. e .

,

t ":k o ./

absence of market-research. , . ,

. I

e

3. Lack of connection being made between the niarketing and pro 'Lion
v..( ,

efforts and the recognition of the value of STI in developm

in general..

4. Inadequate attention paid in U.
F'

. and other developed countries.

. for development of marketing efforts and market research of

Specilfic use for STI in LDCs.
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E. 'Evaluation

4 /Problemsg§stacles:

- 1. Too few evaluatiork efforts despite numerbuS" recommendatione

made for evaluation of national and international STI efforts.

2: Misdirected and inadequate efforts and mistakes Continued for -

lack of evaluations; resources sqt6nderd.
V

3. Lack of.vdlid and reliable methpdologies for evaluations; trip

rep8rts and brief interviews are too 4hallow and even misleading

as evaluation methods.

. .4. Low dpgree.of U.S. involveant in evaluation of STI efTorts, even

fr.

where the U.S. was directly involved.

11,

S.



EDUCATION AND.TRAINING OF STI PROFESSIONALS

This is another major area concern. It is perceived that it ts

impossible to build STI systems and services, (particularly in relation

to utilizatioit of modern information technologr and international networks)
,

without properly educated/irained professionals,and that the maTor.obstacle

to all STI activities is the lack of such p r onneL

- A. Activities'of International Oraanizations
4'

OTinsistent requests by LDCs, ihternational organizations are deeply ,

involved in_education and training efforts. RequestS are for (i) assistance

in Minding facilities for- formal, systematic education of STI profesionals

and (ii) -international upport in training of managers and advanced specialists

for national STI systems and for education of future educators.

Problems/Obstacles:

1. SEorSdic nature of these efforts; lack of long term financial

resources- to suktain theselffoTts.'

2.. Involvement of too many UN And international agencies wi;thout

considerations of each bthers, efforts; rack of coordination.

3. Lack of international educational planning.

4. Questionable gpaaty of many educational traIning efforts.
, dr.

5. Collapse of many efforts.after international support was stopped.

B. Universitylducation

i'roblem/Obstaclesi

1. Issue of Whether preparation of STI professiO6ls should be
,

unimersity (academically) based or should it involVe shoit

training ofsjecfalist which alre4 has a degree in other sub

jects still not.fully settled; particularly not for Industrial

information systems.

Aiteie
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2. Lack of qualified facult9, in programs relevant to STI activitles

librarianship; information science; computing.

.

3. Determination of level of university education.,
. ,.- .?.... ...,

. .

4. Difficulties in determination
(
of relevant turriculum

taught.

5. Low degree of relationship between

to be

curricula as institutea and ex-4414...

national STL systems plans pod policies.

6. Teaching advariced methods of STI handling (e.g. compbterizati9p,

0

on-line services) in relation to their relevance or irrelevance

to domestic situation.

7. Orientation of programs.to satisfy a Whole-range af information

needs from most elementary to most sophisticated.

8. Lack of adequate educational resources apd facilities, including

-textbooks

materials,

in native languages, laboratories, library and'course

access to computers etc.

9. Lack of positive career development opportunities and professional

status of graduates of these programs in manry LDCs; this does

not work well for attfacting best prospective students.
\

A large number of students from LDCs are being educated in subjects

relevant to STI activities in the U.S. and other developed countries.

Criticisms are voiced that often such students are 'overeducated' and with-

out competencies needed for the country's environment and that students

coming from different institution4 or countries bring different philosophiea

;6.51

And solutions, creating difficulties for working together. It is often-91k-

peTceived that the U.S. should provide more attention ebward:

I. Increasing of the oppdrtunities for LDC st'udents to study STI

subjects in the U.S. and particularly for future faculty members.

t 116
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2. -Increasing-5f the orientation of programs in the U.S. where LDC

studefits attend toward problems Apf.LDCs.

Tnitikting and sustaining of direct and long term cooperation .

between similar scbogls in t,be U.S. and LDCs to 4pvelop faculty,

curriculum, courses and to help in teaching.

C. °Training and Continuing Education

PrAlems/Obstaclev

1. Not enough oPportunities, f4cilities and resources for practical

training of future STI professionals during their academie training,

f
partiFularly in retlition to information technology.

,
. .

2. Lack of opportunities At continuing education of already practicing

.

professionals.
.

3. Sporadic nature of the efforts for continuing education. Great

diversity in quality of such training courses.'

The U.S. did not participate'io any grekt extent in cOntinuing education/

training efforts.; caIls7le-fdmade for intensification of such participation;

also for creation of "educatiPnal packages" quitabte for continuing eaucation.
o

to

sp
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7:7 Major Themei and Expectations, .

4

The strongek and most often made recommendations made by LDCs.pertain to:

;

1. Need for appropriatp
t
tethnology and related appropriate information

2. Need for policy-making and business infotitIon

3, Requests for more development-of international STI systems and

networks4

4.. Need for building neceasary information infrastructure, particularly'

assistance In education/training'of STI professionals

5. Strengthening of regional approaches trSTI and 'developing-developing

links 4(

ft

4
The major 2x0ecttationstof 1.DCs from'the t.S. are surmized.from generhl '

1 expectations from developed coantries:

/ .

1. Easier access to U.S. based STI systems; more considerat,ion by
alp

these systems of 1_,DGs needs.
1-0

2. Greater 1nvolvementAe0 contributiont.of STI systeml and networks

ta international syitems and networks (such as AGRIS)

Easier access to information technology and telecommunication

networks and asSistance id their depeIoyment in LDGsparticularly
,

in rention to software and training f * .. .
. --.. .

..

4. More opportunities for direct exchanges between gcieAtitt, en-

gineers and STI professionals.fn LDCs and those in the U.S.

5. Assistance with.dosts of acq4sition. of ST literature anet STI iv

genecal

iasier access to hard-tR-get informationi.partictilarly to pol.icy

making, business and negotiable informatjon.
.

. /

, 7. Assistance in building of national STI sysfets, particularli in

Cr

education/training of necessary ST1 Professionals.
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'Appendix 1: S.& T SUBJECTSCOVERED BY THE UN RELATED OR'CO.SPONSORED INFORMATION

SYSTEMS AND SERVICES

(Nubbers in 'parenthesis indic4e the number of system coverIng the'sul;ject;
many inforpation systems cover more than one subject)

Agricultural economics and_policy (9 information

Agricultural hnoiogy (4)

Agriculture, fa4ming (14)
.

Air transport (4)

Animal biology and physiology (01

Animal husbandry (8)-

Anthropology (4)

Applied chemistry (3)

4 Ara Studies (11)

Atmospfleric sciences,..meteorology

fiK

ft,

Biology (3)

#

-Bidbedical engineeiing (1)

. Biophysics and biochemistry (3)

(t

'Chemical technology-and engineering (

.Chemistry, general (1)

Communication SEe-fices and Techniques (18) -

_

Compuar _*iencit .(1)

Construction t dchnology (6)

Ecology (26)

Environment,a d natural resources (15)

Environmental technology, pollution cofitrol

Experitental medicine (1)

Foop,alid nutrition (10)

119
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or'

.

5,

.

Food drinks and stlimulants technology (3)

tti..k:
Mr

1.Forestry (8) *

-General engineering ana technology (3)

Geodesy and geophysics, (4)

Geography (4)1

Geology (5)

Humad health and hygiene 15)

HYdrology (6)
A

Industry and business (11)

if

lInformation science and documentation (1:l)
,

Inorganic compounds (3)

Linguistics.(5)

'Mtrine technology (1)

ffathematics and Statistits (4)

Medicine (7)

Metallurgy c.2)

-*

Microbiology, virology, immunology (2)

Nuclear.eniineering and technology (2)

Nuclear'physics and chemistry (5)

Oceanography (8).

Organic Chemistry (3)

Parasitology (2)

-Patents (2)

Petroleum technology and products (3)

Pharmaceuticals (1)

pharmacologY (2)

Physics - theoretical (2)

Plant biology and physiology (5)

a-

"

, .

-

.s



Plant crqps, agionomy, horticulture (8)

'Preventive medicine (6)

Piblichalth
o

,(5)

Psychiatry and psychopathology (3).

Psychology (6)

:4
Safety engineering (2)

.

110,

-t.
Science and technology - general (11)

Science Policy (1)

Social medicine and health servtces (7)

Social sciences (9)

4.

N Sociology- (8),

Toxicology (6)

Transpot technology and seivices (2)

Veterinary science (1)

4.

'

Water tralsport (3)1
- a

Wildlife explOitation, fishing, hunting (131

Wood, pulp and paper technology (2)

f
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